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never visited a DI(lme~tariurn
come and see. A re$l~reittalble
number of the visitors to Dl(m(;;~talriums
Japan is far less than that of Dlane:tari.unlS
other countries. There are many ]plane1tan
urns which have more than ."n ... n ....
in
coun tries.
here in Japan, there are
urns with over
To appeal to a broad audience I
cast popular actors in the two main
to develop a dramatic story throus!hclut
final result is a love story which
an
in the not
future.
'hero role' of the
For the

n

I n tariu
Masumi Kaneko
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"Tanabata 2057" does use slide illustrations
"Tanabata 2057" is a planetarium program
for background scenery, it has adopted "a
created by Goto Optical, Japan. Its contents
live-action film technique" for portraying
are totally different from conventional proThis
the main characters. (Naturally, we took care
grams and might even be conSidered, by
tremendous effect in rl ... "YA71: ...... in
to produce enough slides so that planetarisome, as rather experimental. During the
ence numbers.
ums without video equipment would be
planning of I'Tanabata 2057" an the usual
In addition we were able to take
able to express the scenario sentiments adeprogram considerations and constraints
tage of Goto
quately).
were purposely put aside, allowing us to
search freely for a new direction that future planetarium
Introduction and English
shows might take.
by Lucy King, Goto Optical Mfg. Co.
The Software Planning and
Goto Optical's latest planetarium program, 41Tanabata 2057" was screened at
Production Department of
Moriguchi Planetarium, July 18th, during the recent IPS conference held in
Goto Optical is the largest of
Osaka The Producer, Masumi Kaneko (Software Planning and Production
it's kind in the world. More
Division of Goto Optical, Japan) explained the concept behind the ",.,"\<T,.,,",!'"
than 200 titles are produced
creation and traced the path of personal emotions and doubts he had to overtum.
annually, out of which the
come along the way.
majority are created accordAfter the program was over a number of misty-eyed IPS members aplProactlea
ing to plans provided by each
me and suggested that Mr. Kaneko's account would be of interest to Planetarian
individual planetarium.
readers. So below is a slightly abridged English version of what Mr. Kaneko said
However, a program made
on that day.
exclusively for one planetarium has two main drawNeedless to say, we know that the
backs, one of which is limited production
we intend to continue
tarium programs which use a lot of video
expenses and the other is small audience
next year (Tanabata is a seasonal festival
projections are very popular in many
numbers. Limited production expenses
like Christmas or Easter).
means a limited number of images, backcountries. However, I'd Uke to point out that
in Japan this is the first planetarium program
ground music and cast etc. Small audience
announcements as wen as lUi::lX,a.£.UJII:
that has put such a heavy emphasis on the
numbers, resulting from the program being
use
of
video
projectors.
run at only one planetarium, means that
The main characters were filmed in a stueven though the program may be very
dio with an aU blue-colored balcklHcmTld
splendidly produced, it will be seen by only
This method was used because the
a small number of people in a fairly restrictbackground had to be colored completely
edarea
black later on. We had some anxiety about
For some time the production staff at
Goto had been feeling a vague kind of dissatwhether a natural appearance could be
came to see a beautiful starry
isfaction about this situation. Then, in
gained when matching the filmed actor's
disappOinted because I couldn't see
image together with the illustrated backDecember 1994, Susumu Okugi, the General
stars." or 14Dramas should be ~~"r~·~"r''''
Manager of Goto's Software Planning and
ground. But, as IPS members who saw the
movie theaters, there's no
Production Department, took deCisive
program will testify, the final image successthem in
To certain
fully shows that the Video-taped actors look
action. He decided to "produce one planetarthat
criticism,
such
we
foresaw
ium program that utilized an Gota's best
very natural on the slide illustrations.
to be voiced
planning and design resources!"
When planning this program I was deterAs a matter of
some
Conventionally, illustrated characters
mined that the primary aim should be on
a "' .. ,.,,.,.P,, .......
cized "Tanabata 2057" as
41 Audience Attraction Power", that is, to
have always been projected onto the dome
that
became
successful
at
the
expense
by use of a slide projector. Although
make a program that even people who had
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H.n'u.o'"",.. one
is
we
stars. In the story the starlit sky of the planetarium is treated mainly just as a kind of
continue the level and commitment
background. This way of thinking estabGoto staff to pro>du<:e p:lanetalrimu p:rogranls
of the best kind. The dramatic
lished a slight anxiety in my mind through2057" is
the "'t-",,.H .......
out program production. In particular I felt
that these criticisms suggested that the comfuture endeavors.
pleted "Tanabata 2057" did not meet the goal
In conclusion, I want to mention
we had aimed at before beginning producthought which was often with
out
of this prC)gr<lm.
tion. I never wanted to produce a mere
drama. What I wished to produce was a
friend Katsumi Abe worked in the
drama that could be expressed only in a
Office of Goto
He
planetarium by using planetarium eqUipcOlrpc)raUon in 1986, one year
was a very excellent man who
ment. In other words, I wanted to make a
thinking about pla.neltariUIT.lS,
drama in which the protagonist was the starhis private time. Due to his hard
ry sky itself.
nr()mot(;~a to Section Chief of the Planning
My uneasiness continued to accumulate
urn performs four laser shows and one planeuntil the day I heard an impression about
Division. However,
tarium program per day. When I asked him
to take up this post as he de'vel()oed
the program from a person connected to a
about the purpose of running so many laser
planetarium, and his words made my anxicancer condition and entered nOspJ.ta!
shows. He answered proudly, "What we realety vanish. He said, "I see the planetarium
April, 1995. The
of his medical
ly want people to see is the planetarium prosky every day at my job, and honestly speakHon became clear right before he
gram! The laser show is simply a measure by
ing I had come to feel no
uled to take up his
emotion at aU in relation to
Section Chief.
The Japanese Tanabata festival
those planetarium stars. But
cally five months
;)elPH~'Inl[}t:[ 16,
when I saw the sky full of
The annual Summer Tanabata festival evolved from an old Chinese
stars during the last scene of
away.
tale (with a counterpart found in Western culture), but has
"Tanabata 2057", there were
After hours
liar to Japan. The festival celebrates the 'once a year'
of two
often have a p!(;~aS(mt
tears in my eyes. I felt that
Hikoboshi (the star Altair personified as a cowherd) and Orihime
as a
the starry sky projected in
and drink with fia.~"~.UU.A,
weaving girl). These two 'star-crossed' lovers neglected their daily work, thus
"Tanabata 2057" had more
But even when we
incurring the wrath of a celestial King who separated them on opposite sides
meaning for me then any
he still
of the Milky Way, decreeing that they could only meet one night a year (usuplanetarium sky I'd ever
talked about pI an el: ari urnlS.
ally July 7). In the days leading up to the Tanabata festival, pieces of bamboo
watched before".
are set up in gardens and decorated with strips of multi-colored paper. Poems
It is true that you can't see
and wishes are written on the paper and offerings of food, such as eg~wl.mt
a lot of stars in "Tanabata
and com, are made. Traditionally Tanabata is a time for young
to pray
2057". But couldn't it be said
that their handicraft will become as proficient as Vega's was supposed to be.
that the program's goal is
Further information about 41Tanabata 2057" is available on Goto's Home
achieved if the audience is
Page.
http://www.bekkoame.or.jprgoto-co/. Plus, a CD-ROM distributed at the
drawn into the story and
IPS
conference
in Osaka has a QuickTime
scene.
even sheds some tears at the
end? Even more so if some
next mOlrning.
people, who may have had little interest in
I would like to teU my
which we attract visitors."
astronomy thought, "How interesting this
that one conclusion of our discU!;;sicms
Goto will continue production and distriabout lithe ideal pl,me:taI'iulffi pro~(ralm
planetarium is, I should come here again!",
bution of resource rich programs like "TanaI can't forget words I heard from a person
been embodied in 61Tanabata 2057",
bata 2057". Although we adopted a drama
61Tanabata 2057" is
dedicated
in charge of a famous US planetarium I visitformula this time, we haven't decided what
ed last fall. He explained that his planetarimy friend and
Katsumi Abe.
kind of direction our next project will take.
A .....' . . . ,"",

From the International Dark-Sky
Since IDA's inception when the issue of light pollution received virtually no popular attention, we have
map. Many articles over the past years, such as the recent ones in USA Today, the London
created a growing public awareness of light pollution and an increasing appreciation for the dark
sky. IDA is
danis, nationally and internationally, for recognizing the effective use of outdoor lighting. At the same time, we have worked pff,,,....tiuplv
many cities to promote quality nighttime lighting. If you have been in Tucson, for example, you can see the results of these programs. We
forging a creative new relationship among astronomers/lighting engineers, and municipal officials, worldwide. In the process, IDA
lished itself as a technical and an information resource. We support the cause at meetings of the illuminating t.n!~lneerllng
America, the International Lighting Commission, the American Astronomical Society, the Astronomical Society of the
ical League, and many others. IDA's success is due in a large part to the growing strength of the
As of December 1996, we
1900 members in 49 states and 62 other countries. Members receive a newsletter and we have issued over 100 information sheets,
sets, and other resources for use in educating the public about light pollution and about quality lighting.
Contact: International Dark Sky Association, 3345 N. Stewart, Tucson, Arizona 85716, USA; cralwforci@(iar:ksky
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I've been searching (actuaH y for several
years) for some "expert" in the field to indicate what are the most appropriate grades at
which to teach specific astronomical concepts in the planetarium. While great strides
in this quest have been achieved in recent
years with the work of the American Association for the Advancement of Science's
Project 2061, the National Research Council's
National Science Education Standards and
others, trying to design a list of grade appropriate concepts has been, to me, confusing
and riddled with questions. In trying to
devise such a list, I've come to assume that
the reason an lIexpert" has not previously
constructed such a list is three fold:
1 All the research needed to answer these

questions hasn't been completed yet.
2. There is still much work to be done to get
that specific even with the research
already completed
3. Much depends on the teacher, the school
district, the method used, the students
social economic background, the time
devoted to the concept in question as
wen as the individual student in question.
Nonetheless, I feel that such a list would
be a good starting point for designing planetarium school shows for planetariums that
are not in a school setting and that don't see
the same students on a regular basis. Since I
am not an "expert," I will not profess that the
accompanying list will be completely lion
the mark." It is my interpretation of what
other people and organizations have suggested and may serve as a foundation upon
which to build. In fact, I am hoping the Planetarian can become a forum for my peers to
comment, suggest, delete, add, correct and
build upon my interpretation of the reference material listed at the end of this article.
Cary Sneider, Lawrence Hall of Science,
who served on some of the committees who
constructed some of the books mentioned
above, states that "there is no ideal age for all
students to encounter a given idea." Even so,
Vol.
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Sneider believes teachers (and planetarians?)
need guidance in selecting a reasonable place
to start He goes on to say that teachers do (or
should) foHow some general rules that will
help most students. They are:
1. At the earliest grade level, it is best for
students to observe and think about
what they saw.
2 At older grade levels, students can
observe more complex patterns, create
models, argue and debate.
3. At the oldest grade level, students can
appreciate theories and how they
and predict phenomena.

Dennis Schatz, Pacific Science Center,
holds the view that what we teach is not as
important as how we teach - and I agree, so
this list is just part of the task at hand. We
need to teach these concepts in the classroom (and in the planetarium, if possible) by
allowing children to explore, . . . ".~~~.; ~
observe, try, fail and to use other hands-on
approaches while at the same time confronting their misconceptions. Wow! We
have a large task ahead of us.

... what are the most appropriate grades at which
teach specific astronomical
concepts in the planetarium.
Steve Fentress, Strasenburgh Planetarium,
believes an even better approach than
to construct a list of grade appropriate concepts would be to construct a list of student
asked questions (without any teacher influence) by grade level and then set about to
appropriately answer these questions.
Fentress further believes that planets have a
profound effect upon kids. They want to
know more about them and this, therefore,
may serve as a strong motivational tool.
At any rate, in constructing this list, I was
struck by three general suggestions:

Planetarian

So, without further adieu, here is
have constructed. Note that sOInetinles
concept is listed in different
The first time it is listed would be more
introduction to the concept

Grade
Pre school- K
Qouds (sometime block the Sun)
Sun moves (no mention of Earth rotation)
across the
Sun is in rle:>'uti1rno
Moon is sometimes seen in the
or
(no Earth
Moon moves across
tion)
Stars move across the sky (no Earth rotation)
Star pictures (simple shapes)
(under 6 years
constellations are not

1-2
Moon looks different daily
monthly (no explanation)
Many stars in
(more than can be
counted)
Clouds
Rainbows
Day &: night (no Earth rotation)
Meteors
The darker it gets, the more stars we
Different star
and color . . . n.<''''"''''H'L
tion, not explanation)
dark earlier in the winter
How to look at the
(Azimuth motion would confuse this age
level)
3-5

motion, how do stars appear to move
Planets move
The Earth
of a Solar System
Sun is a star (produces
Stars are far away, Sun is close
Apparent size
Gravity
Rotation
Spherical shape
Star shape
Constellations, seasonallsirnnJ.e)
Moon ",!..-",elT""
nations)
(Please see 'l.JVlru.c;;'V&.:l
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Gary Tomlinson
Associate
Chaffee Planetarium
Pearl NW
Grand Rapids MI 49504
(616) 456-3532
gtomlinson@wingsbbs.com

I

that there is a difference. He states that
better to do live shows or show
that it can be adapted to individual
stances and different types of groups,
dally for preschool to 3rd grade.
Cary Sneider, also from the
of Science, reminds us to remember
rules of English
such as:

<'<><TT'l"....... "

1. Keep sentences short and

2. If
4. Construct short palragraJ)hs
topiC sentences
5. Don't
too much information
a program Less is better!

In the past few years, I've been interested
to see if they had any feelings on the matter.
in reading levels. Authors try to write textThey did Unfortunately, the opinions seemed not to be consistent-at least a first glance.
books with words that are appropriate for its
Jeanne
buys into my
intended audience. Planetarium shows, I
I figured if everybody had agreed, I would
except for math concepts. So
thought, should be construct-------------------------------------------------------is one
ed the same way. There are
Hypothesis: It is appropriate to write a planetarium show another.
several reading level tests that
Another
with a reading level one or two grades higher than
each have their pros and cons.
intended audience.
I use two: The Fry and the Fog
(see appendix). I average the
have been home free but such was not my
two. Reading specialists generally agree that
of the number of words in a sentence
luck.
reading level tests are only accurate to withthe number of syllables in a sentence.
Don Hall, former Director of the Strasenin about 1/2 grade level.
two figures are used to arrive at an ........i-'&~·I-'U
The first planetarium script I performed a
burgh Planetarium, had a profound stateate
level. Technical or
ment, "People understand (hear) slower in
reading level test on was one we were
words may contain few
could
already running for the general public.
the dark." This implies my hypothesis is
be
(it is my belief
Imagine my shock when the test resulted in
untrue and that we should write at a lower
high syllable word heard
the
grade level; but then again, maybe not.
a grade 16 (college senior) level. Since that
before would be easier to understand
time, the reading level of our shows has been
His successor, Steve Fentress, believes the
word ,-v,....... u." . . E>
hypothesis could be true if you are talking
decreasing, but not as much as they should
just about vocabulary, but if you're talking
Then I began to think about how much
easier it is for me to hear something than to
concepts, that's another matter. In that case,
read something. I began to wonder if that
Fentress states we can read at a higher level
were true for other people or even if it were
than we hear because we can go back and retrue in general. I was hoping that it was true
read what we don't understand Maybe that's
more eX1JlaJlatton
exactly what Hall was saying. If
because writing a show for lower elementary
words, then the
level of
over difficult or new concepts in a
was darn near impossible. Have you ever
(like astronomy)
tried to write something with a reading level
and not a written manner, then you must go
words might give rise to a low
of grade I? It is pretty hard, especially since
over those concepts more slowly, and
but yet not be
for the
most 1st graders don't read, but then I reain the dark really has nothing to do with it.
level. That means if your pl(mE~taI1Uin
soned that even if pre-school children
So does that argue for writing a show at a
show tests at
5, it may
be harder
wouldn't have a "reading" level, they could
lower grade level than the intended audifor 5th graders to understand than an article
certainly listen and understand. So maybe
ence? Not yet. Keep reading.
written at the 5th
in TV Guide. So,
Fentress also had a profound statement,
there was a difference between listening and
on one
we may be able to
reading levels. Maybe shows could be writ"Planetarium shows are more than
grade level for a HS1:enlmg aU~U\"A"'.,-,
words. Its an experience" (Boy! Strasenburgh
ten at a higher reading level than the intendwe may, via the use of unfamiliar
really knows how to IIgrow 'em"), His point
ed audience, but by how much?
make the show more difficult to understand.
I consul ted with our local reading specialwas that words shouldn't be the be-all and
So what are we to do?
ist at the public schools. She stated that this
end-all of a show. They are just one part of
Before we make a decision, there
was a reasonable assumption but knew of no
the whole experience. Its the total experimore
to consider besides v \..1,... 0.1..1"'.'«1
research on the subject. Two grade levels
ence that has to be grade appropriate. He furunfamiliar words and concepts, and that
seemed appropriate to her. Great! So now if
ther states that at any rate, 2 grade levels
motivation. For the most part, planel:anum
we want a 2nd grade program, writing it at a
would be the maximum because even stuaudiences
have
an
4th grade level would be OK.
dents in the same grade level demonstrate a
interest in the
A student
But with no research, did she really know
tremendous difference in abilities.
ested in astronomy
what she was talking about or did she, like
Alan Gould, Lawrence Hall of Science,
thing you say, but other students
believes that I might be on the right track
me, just have an educated feeling? So I conEdward Fry of Fry
Scale
sulted others in the planetarium profession
but that it would be better not to assume
"HU""'l<TO
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6
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u
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~
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o

50
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E
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C
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(l)

g>

42

Qj
>

40

«

38
3 7
36
35
33
30
25
20
108-112

116

120

124

128

"High motivation overcomes a high readability level, but low motivation demands a
low readability level." I know in the 9th
grade (that's when I first got interested in
astronomy), I read one of the Harvard books
on astronomy (Our Sun, I think). I understood most of it (or at least I thought I did).
This book is not a trivial book. I'm not even
sure I could understand it now, but it made
sense to me in the 9th grade (and I am a very
poor reader), so what Fry states sounds very
reasonable to me.
So far, we've discussed four factors that
affect the appropriateness of a show:
1. Reading level (vocabulary)

Z. Concepts
3. Technical/sclentific/unfamiliar/noneveryda y words
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132

136

140

144

148

152

156

160

4. Motivation
Each can have a profound effect upon the
appropriateness of a show. For motivation,
assume the audience has an average (and
hope your planetarium show increases the
students' motivation) motivation. For unfamiliar, non-everyday, technical and/or scientific words, we need to be aware and cautious of such words and not use them in too
great a number. For concepts, we need to
insure the concepts we are using are grade
appropriate [see previous article on grade
appropriate conceptsl
Assuming you've taken the above into
account, can you write a show at a grade or
two higher than the intended audience and
reasonably expect the audience to understand the words? I believe so, and when you
Planetarian

164

168

172

176

180

182

take the other three factors into C:l'I.. \",UUU~,
there seems to be a consensus. I suspect
if
tests were done on most plametariurn
we would find that
aU y written several
intended audience, so
two
levels can
to make
more
show.
What do you think? But, before
answer, get a copy of one of your
record a live show and transcribe
run a
test. You
By the way, the reading level of this
is: Fry, grade 9;
8.4.

Fry, Edward,
fications, Validity and Extension

17," Journal ofReading Vol. 21 # 3, Dec. 1977
pp.242-251
Fry, Edward, "Fry Readability Scale," Jamestown Publishers, P.O. Box 6743, Providence
RI 02940. A slide rule type calculator for
determining the Fry readability level. 1978
How High is Your Fog Index? HawkhUl Associates, 125 E. Gilman St., Madison WI 53703

Appendices
How High is Your Fog Index?
1 Find the average number of words you
use per sentence. Take a fair sample of 5
to 8 sentences. Count clearly independent clauses as separate sentences.
Example: "By and by I rani I jumped; I
hid" This counts as three sentences.
2. Calculate the percentage of words that
are three syllables or more. Don't count
proper names. Don't count verbs that
make three syllables by adding -es or oed
3. Add these two figures. Example: If your
average number of words per sentence

(Concepts, continued from page 7)
Telescopes (used to see more, what lenses do,
magnification/lens curvature)
(this age level likes facts; up &: down may not
be comprehended under 4th grade)
6-8
Milky Way Oocation of Earth)
Star distances, light years
Seasons &.: seasonal changes
Physical data of planets, moons, asterOids,
etc.
Meteors
Moon phases
Solar System formation
Sun is very dose
Comets
Asteroids
Gravity holds Earth in orbit
Life conditions on other planets
Telescopes (focal length, magnification,
parts, make a telescope)
(6th graders can't understand the reasons for
Moon phases)

9-12
Star size, temperature, age and make up
Age of the Universe
Spectra
Fusion

10

was 15, and the percentage of words three
syllables or more was 12%, you would
add 15 and 12 to get 27.
4. Multiply that sum by 0.4. The resllItirlg
number is your Fog Index, a rough measure of how many years of schooling it
would take to understand what you have
written. In our example, multiplying 27
by 0.4 equals a Fog Index of 10.8. The
Bible, Shakespeare, Mark Twain, and TV
Guide all have Fog Indexes of about 6.
Time, Newsweek, and the Wall Street Journal average about 11. If you find your
Index soaring into the high teens (or
highed)-beware-you've lost most of your
audience in the dense fog.
© Hawkhill ASSOciates, Inc. 125 Gilman St.

Madison WI 53703 (used by permission)

Fry Readability Graph
1 Randomly select three (3) sample passages
and count out exactly 100 words each,
beginning with the beginning of a sentence. Do count proper nouns, initializations, and numerals.

2. Count the number of ~"'T''I"'''nr.",<:
hundred words, estllml:ltinlg
fraction of the last sentence
est one-tenth.
3. Count the total number
the 100-word passage.
4. Find the average sentence
average number of
two numbers on the
where the dot is

5.
more salnples
able.
6. A word is defined as a group
with a space on either
1945 and &: are each one word
7. A ~ull~hlp
Genelrallly there are as many ~ull",I-,I",~
as vowel sounds. For eXclm]ple, "~VIJI-I"""'"
and wanted it two .;:'vll;:!h.lp..:
for nUlmeJralS

Stellar Evolution
Milky Way
Seasons
ElectromagnetiC radiation
Big Bang
Binary stars
Same elements everywhere
Telescopes and other astronomical instruments
How we know what we know

1980, pp. 24-27
"Planetarium Methods Based on
of Jean Piaget," Jeanne E.
ian,
1976, pp. 3-8
41A Study of
Students

Well, that's the list Any comments, suggestions, additions??

Planetarium Activities
1: Planetarium Educators llil,,,,,·,, .. ,,,,,.,,,,
2nd ed.,
et. al. 1990
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Warren Young
Department of Physics &: Astronomy
Ward Beecher Planetarium
Youngstown State University
Youngstown, Ohio 44555

amphys02@ysub.ysu.edu
During the 1992 quincentennial anniversary of Columbus' voyages to the New
World, a great deal was written and broadcast concerning Columbus and his journeys.
Most of the discussion centered on politicS
and morality; the seemingly mundane areas
of astronomy and geography were generally
ignored. Yet it was Columbus' understanding of astronomy and geography-or, more
appropriately, his misunderstanding-that

geography, Japan was where Cuba is located
In addition, Columbus made major errors
in astronomy when he tried to measure the
locations of the lands he explored. He missed
his longitude by 23 degrees and 37 degrees
when he twice had the opportunity to measure it; his latitude measurements were off
by 20 degrees or more. Ironically, he didn't
need the latitude and longitude information
for navigation-Columbus and his contem-

In this article I will discuss Columbus' understanding of astronomy
and geography, his method of navigation, and his attempts to
measure latitude and longitude.
lead him to believe a westward voyage to
the Orient was possible. When he sailed to
the New World, his lack of knowledge lead
him to believe that he was in Asia when, in
fact, he had discovered new land.
In this article I will discuss Columbus'
understanding of astronomy and geography,
his method of navigation, and his attempts
to measure latitude and longitude.

Astronomy, Geography and Navigation
Columbus made several mistakes in geography and astronomy! The error in geography included his conversion of the Arab
geographer al-Farghani's values of the earth's
circumference to Spanish units. He erroneously assumed that the length of an
Arabic mile was the same as a Roman mile
and thus underestimated the planet's size by
9,600 km (6,000 miles), obtaining 30,600 km
(19,000 miles) for the figure. In addition, he
thought that Asia extended further eastward
than it does. By these two errors, he reduced
the distance from Spain to the Orient from
its actual distance of 19,000 to 4300 km
(12,000 to 2,700 miles). This put Asia right
where the New World sits. In Columbus'

porades guided their ships by dead reckoning-but for political reasons. He needed to
convince the Spanish government that he
had, indeed, been to Asia.
Celestial navigation was the most popular
and accurate form of navigation during the
great maritime expansion of the 17th and
18th centuries. It was, in fact, the preferred
method until it was supplanted by electronics and satellite communications this century. But celestial naVigation wasn't possible
until accurate clocks were developed in the
18th century,! Until then, sailors navigated
by dead reckoning. To do so, a sailor plots
the ship's course on a chart using the compass to provide the heading. He then calculates the distance traveled each day by measuring the ship's speed The speed was measured by watching bubbles, weeds, or other
objects floating by the ship or by arClpplng
sticks or logs overboard (thus the record of
the voyage became the ship's log) and timing their passage from bow to stem. The timing was done by counting or chanting.
Columbus, although a skilled "dead reckoner," consistently overestimated the distance traveled each day, which means he
counted or chanted too slowly. This was not
a problem, however, because he was very

Warren Young is chair of the Department of Physics & Astronomy at Youngstown (Ohio) State University. He gave his first planetarium show using a Spitz
A-I projector while completing his Ph.D. in Astronomy at Ohio state University
3D-odd years ago.
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consistent in his
AU his alstances
were overestimated by the same am,OUJnts.
If a dead
sailor's measlllrernerlt
of the distance on aU parts of the
were off
the same amount, the
distance sailed on the out:gollng

Columbus' n'.l,ul ....·.. H".....
honed, thanks to his bac:k2:liOund.
brother had run a business
sea
for navigators and he had hands-on
ence as a sailor, which taught him about
trade winds. He was probably the best
in
He
reckoning"
first to suc:ces~sfuJ! y
first to understand the trade winds. He
the winds across the ocean as -----'---'-J
eagle rides the air currents thr~Du~:h
Four times he crossed the Atlantic and
times he returned home, always
dose to his intended destination, a
accomplishment in a time when sailors
rarely left the sight ofland.

In the time of
the seafarer's
ability to
was hampered
of accurate docks, necessary to determine
longitude,
could determine their
tude by using a quadrant, sextant or
labe to measure the height of a
celestial marker above the horizon,
took an accurate chronometer to determine
longitude. When sailors of Columbus'

It took skill and courage to cross

oceans in ships such as this one.
(drawing Tim Kuzniar)

were forced to sail out of the sight of land,
they would sail to the latitude of their destination and then head east or west until they
arrived at the desired port.
To determine longitude, the navigator
needs to know the time at some standard
longitude and the time at his current location. Knowing that the Earth rotates 15
degrees in one hour, the difference in time
between the standard site and the ship's location provides the longitude. (Since 1884,
Greenwich, England, has been O· longitude
and provides the base point for measuring
longitude.) Columbus didn't have an accurate clock, but he had something near! y as
good: two lunar eclipses that occurred while
he was in the New World The first of these
took place during the second voyage (September 14, 1494) and the other during the
fourth voyage (February 29, 1504). Columbus' almanac gave him the precise times of
the eclipses at known longitudes in Europe
and he measured the times at his location.
An eclipse was timed by starting a sandglass
at sunset and adding the sandglass time to
the sunset time from the almanac. The difference between the two times-the time of the
eclipse at the known or standard longitude
and the ship's location-is caused by the difference in longitude. The longitude is calculated, as shown in the example below, by
remembering that the Earth rotates 15
degrees in one hour. (For a more detailed discussion, see the accompanying article.)
Columbus made major errors when he
attempted to measure his longitude by timing the eclipses. On the second voyage he
was off the actual longitude by 23 degrees
(2,300 km or 1,400 miles); he was off by 37
degrees (3,700 km or 2,300 miles) on the
fourth voyage. If his error was in time keeping, he was wrong by 1.5 and 2.5 hours, respectively. He could not have made a timing
error this large, especially since both eclipses
he observed were in the early evening.
The error, then, must have been either in
reading his almanac, the Ephemerides by
Regiomontanus, or in his calculations. Olsen
suggests the errors were in reading the
Almanad But the mistakes could have also
been in the calculations. Remember, Columbus' value for the Earth's circumference,
when combined with the distance he had
traveled, told him he was near the Orient. He
had convinced the Spanish government to
support his voyage based on his value for the
Earth's size. The scholars consulted by the
Spanish crown told them that the Earth was
larger than Columbus was stating and that
the small ships available in the 15th century
could not carry enough provisions to sail
such a great distance. If Columbus returned
to Europe with the correct value for the lon-

12

gitude of the land he explored, he would
prove his critics correct
As he made the calculations he was absolutely committed to the idea that he was
exploring islands just off the coast of Asia.
Every teacher knows when students are
assigned problems in texts with the answers
in the back of the book, most students will
get the same answer as the text, even on that

Columbus used a quadrant for his measurements oflatitude.
(drawing by Tim Kuzniar)
rare occasion when the answer is wrong.
Columbus was not familiar with measuring
longitude (in fact, no sailor of that day was)
and he had the wrong answer "in the back of
his book." So, like the beginning student, he
misread the almanac or played with the calculations until he obtained answers he felt
were right.
Some might argue that Columbus should
have taken a scholar with him who knew
how to determine longitude. But how could
he, when they an knew his picture of the
Earth was wrong and that he would never
make it to Asia?

latitude
Although Columbus carried both a quadrant and an astrolabe, forerunners of the
modem sextant, he only used the quadrant
for his measurements of latitude. Most of his
measurements were incorrect. During his
voyage Columbus used the quadrant to
determine the latitude of Cuba (21") and
Haiti (20·). Both times he measured 42",
which would have placed him in Massachusetts. He knew this was wrong from his
charting the course by "dead reckoning/' so
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he changed the result to 26". The
large that Samuel Eliot Morrison, in
raphyof
Admiral
argues that Columbus confused
Cepheus with Polaris and measured
tude of the wrong star.4
It is hard to believe that he
mistaken Alfirk for Polaris. It
believe he simply didn't use the quadraTlt
correctly. In the log of his first
Columbus refers to Polaris trequentl
even knew that the North Star was
exactly at the Celestial Pole. When,
day, September 30, 1492, his sailors
him in fear and said that the compass
times
toward Polaris and
to the west of the star, he eXlplainE~
that the North Star was 3.5" from
and circled it as the Earth rotated.
in 1492.)
was about 3.5" from
James
Jr. suggests that
read the wrong scale on the "i .......... " ......"1
ing the tangent scale instead of the
scale. 6 Columbus didn't read the
correctly, in fact, until the fourth voyage,
when he measured the latitude ofjamaica
correctly as 18".
On the heels of Columbus' errors
accurate measurements. The first reasorlable
measurement of the longitude of the New
He,
World was made by Amerigo
like Columbus, carried astronomical
on his voyage. After several attempts, he
used a conjunction of the moon and
August 2, 1499, to calculate his '~"F.'"'~~'"
This, along with his exploration of
coast of South America, convinced him that
Columbus and he had discovered
land

1 Young,
1992, "Columbus Was No
Astronomer," Stardate, .)e])It'HIllJeI"j1
ber 20(5):20-23.
2 Sobel, Dava, 1995,
Walker and
Company.
3 Morrison, Samuel Eliot, 1942, Admiral
the Ocean Sea, Boston, Little Brown and
Co.
4 Fuson, Robert H., 1987, The Log
pher Columbus,
Maine, International Marine, p. 63, 70.
5 Olson, Donald, 1992, 44Columbus
an
Eclipse of the Moon,"
&
October 84( 4):437.
6 Ibid,p.43
7 Boorstin, Daniel J, 1983, The Discoverers,
New York, Random House, pp.
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WY: amphys02@ysub.ysu.edu
RP: amphys03@ysub.ysu.edu
To show the accuracy of the technique
that Columbus used to measure longitude,
the Ward Beecher Planetarium at Youngstown (Ohio) State University conducted an
experiment with school children. Two
groups of students from the Youngstown
area were selected and instructed on the
techniques used by Columbus to determine

their longitude during the December 9, 1992
lunar eclipse. l One school was Tod Wood
Middle School of Girard, Ohio; the other was
Chalker High School of Southington, Ohio.
Their results were within a degree of the
actual value; Columbus missed by 23
in 1494 and 37 degrees in 1504.
This is an intriguing hands-on eX1Jerimient

and
done in the classroom.
with upper middle
this
use the su~:ge:~n(ms
and
school
outlined below. Columbus used
totality for his measurement, but
time the beginning and
eclipse and of totality.

Columbus timed his ........ p ...~ ..
sandgJlass that needed to be turned
hour. A half-hour ~aAI""eiA<"'>"
structed by
do tube connector, a
decreases the op~~nirlg
0.4mm ..... "'"V..l_.YU-,,,.
lie sand at a hardware store or bake
dry in an oven.)
Fill one of the bottles with the
sifted sand. Insert a OAmm (9/64-inch)
.... h""'tT'rn into the tornado tube (this
the flow of sand to a workable rate) and
connect it to both bottles. You will
adjust the amount of sand in your ...... ""'6".....,'"
by trial and error (Le.,
or subtractsand) so that it takes 30 minutes to
through. You should also calibrate the
glass by
its
and
tape strips on the bottle cOI:res;pon(1:lnsr
each 5 minutes of time
Once
have adjusted the glass leave it assembled
keep the sand from getting damp.
To time the
you must first

Hana,boclk or another source)
1h12m
25h12m
time at the b~~inJt1ir:ag
at site in local mean solar
(from your observations)

Student-made tools: a quandrant from a protractor
and a half-hour glass from 2-liter bottles. (computer
graphics by Sharon Shanks)

19h48m

Warren Young is chair of the Department of Physics &: Astronomy at Youngstown (Ohio) State University. He gave his first planetarium show using a Spitz
A-l projector while completing his Ph.D. in Astronomy at Ohio state University
30-odd years ago.
Richard Pirko, known to the planetarium community as the baby food jar wizard, is the technician and has charge of show production at the Ward Beecher
Planetarium at Youngstown State University.
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26,1996

Difference:
5h 24m or 5.40h
{"ron..,"".. i-,i .... a to
15" x 5040 81"

'* 24 hour dock is used;
h :: hours; m :::: minutes

mine the local mean solar time of sunset
from sunset tables. Convenient sunrise-sunset tables are included in The Observer's
Handbook published by The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. When the sun
sets you start the sandglass, time the eclipse
with the sandglass and add the sandglass
time to the sunset time to get the local mean
solar time of the eclipse.
Science teachers interested in having their
students measure latitude by the technique
used by Columbus can use a protractor as a
substitute for a quadrant. They are similar
except that a quadrant measures angles up to
90· whereas a protractor goes to 180°, Because
a quadrant is half of a protractor you can cut
a protractor in half to make a quadrant, but
it is simpler to just to use one half and ignore
the other.
A straw or other straight device can be

attached to the straight side of the protractor
for sighting. Heavy thread should be tied to
the origin on the protractor and a lead fishing sinker or similar appropriate weight tied
to the other end. The angle is read where the
thread crosses the scale. The protractor scale
will read 90' for O· altitude, so you must correct for this.
To measure your latitude simply measure
the altitude of Polaris, i.e. the angle between
Polaris and the horizon. Normally you
should correct for the fact that Polaris is not
exactly at the North Celestial Pole; the correction can be found in modern almanacs.
Since Polaris is presently less than r from the
celestial pole, corrections can be ignored for
measurements of this preciSion. But in the
15th century, Polaris was 3.5" from the celestial pole-so if Columbus wanted an accurate
measurement of his latitude he would have

had to correct for this. He could have
it
by measuring the altitude of Polaris every
hour or two throughout the
and extrapolating the data to find the
the
North Celestial Pole.
The student groups we worked
obtained mixed results. The ones we observed obtained reasonable values for their latitude. But the students in one of the classes
did the latitude measurement at their homes
as a homework assignment. Their results
indicated that some used the wrong
but
the measurements of others ranged between
a degree or two of the correct value
1 Young, Warren, 1996, .. M.ea~mrlng
tude, Columbus Style," Sky &
September 92(3):70.
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In attendance:
President Jim Manning
President Elect Thomas
Past President Bm Gutsch
Treasurer Keith Johnson
Secretary Lee Ann

Frencil-S1pea1<iflg Planetariums
-MarcMoutin
Association of Mexican Planetariums
(AMP AC)- Jim Manning for Ignacio Castro
British Association of Planetariums (BAP)Marc Moutin for Undine Concannon
Council of German Planetariums (RDP)-Uwe
Lemmer for Dr. Erich Uebelacher
European/Mediterranean Planetarium
Association (EMPA) -Johan Gijsenbergs for
Dionysios Simopoulos
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA)Susan Reynolds
Italian Planetaria's Friends Association- Loris
Ramponi
Japan Planetarium Society- Shoichi Itoh
Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society (MAPS)Lee Ann Hennig for Fred Stutz
Nordic Planetarium Association (NPA)Torbjorn Urke for Lars Broman
Pacific Planetarium Association (PPA)-Jon
Elvert
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
(RMPA)- Jim Manning for John Peterson
Southeastern Planetarium Association (SEP A)
-John Hare
Southwestern Association of Planetariums
(SWAP)-Donna C Pierce
Also present:
Singo Kawakami- '96 Conference- Osaka,
Japan
Dr. Tadeo Nakano- '96 Conference, Science
Museum of Osaka
Awards Committee Chair
Alan Gould- Homepage Subcommittee of
the Publications Committee
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Affiliates not in attendance:
Great Plains Planetarium Association
Planetarium Association of Canada
Russian Planetarium Association
Ukrainian Planetariums Association
The meeting was called to order at 9:30 am.
by President Jim Manning. Alan Gould reported on behalf of the
Subcommittee of the Publications Committee. Council was presented with an electronic tour of the IPS Home
Alan.
Discussion foHowed concerning graphics,
contents and links. Some items
for
inclusion on the Home Page are: membership list, vendor list, publication list with
samples and/or tables of content, IPS information/news, listing of planetarium web
sites (developed by IPS), links to other astronomical related societies/ facilities, sources
of astronomical information/materials.
Council agreed that other links on the IPS
Web Site reciprocate by linking the IPS site
on their home pages.
President Elect Thomas
including the fonowing additional items:
the latest Dome -L messages, a counter to
record hits on the site, registration of our
Domain Name, and a segment on IPS History/Conference Sites. President Jim Manning suggested a statement be induded with
the Vendor Links that the listing does not
imply endorsement of the vendor's services.
Phyllis Pitluga suggested a Language Choice
Button. Council decided that since
is
the official language of IPS, initially we will
concentrate on that version, then hand over
the language aspect to the Language and
Publications Committees for consideration.
It was also noted that updating the affiliate information on the Page is essential, so it
is imperative that change of address/personnel should be reported to John Mosley for
the Planetarian home page. Council encourages Affiliates to
in
any
such
The President reiterated IPS
position that no payment be involved in the
listing of vendors.
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grati HIde for the hard
Alan Gould, Thomas
Tom
in their efforts to tr~lrn""!Ar"<rli'
the IPS Home
A request for affiliation was pr(~sell1ted
Dickenson for the ~'UU<HLH
Council of Science Centers (CCSC).

Sue Re'vn~D!d,s:
.....,."....,........... of Science Centers (CCSC) as
the newest IPS Affiliate. The motion

moved to approve the minutes as COITe(:t~j,
seconded
Keith]ohnson, and ~nrH"'<"[7Ail
KeltnJ~Dnn$On pre5;ent€~d the Treaswrer's

J:1ana.lca,Dpe~a in the Planetarium
GLP A members have also Of<JdllCed

:>inl0,(:lOUJOS

for

the work of the European Association for
Astronomy Education (EAAR) and EuroPlaNet on several joint projects with ESA
IPFA representative Loris Ramponi reported on events surrounding the Day ofthe
Planetaritl to be held on March
1997, and
gave highlights of the successful conference
of the October '96 European Meeting of Itinerant and Small Planetaria
Jim Manning and Donna Pierce reported
that there would be a Quadruple Conjunction ConferenceofAWAC,GFPA,IUv!PA,
and SWAP at El Paso Independent School
District Planetarium in El Paso, Texas, on
September 19-2L '96.
President Jim Manning invited aU Affiliate
Representatives to give brief reports at the
General Business Meeting on July 13.
Standing Committee Reports were presented, reviewed and discussed
The Membership Committee Chair Keith
Johnson had previously reported on the
state of membership in the Treasurer's Report. Donna Pierce reported that there had
been no requests for Packets for New Planetariums.. Donna requests that Affiliates who
know of any new planetarian/planetarium,
please notify her so she may send packets to
them. Discussion followed on how to make
the material more accessible to new-comers
in the field * Coundl agreed to rename the

Packets for New Planetariums to IPS Information Packets. A suggestion was made to place

a note on the Web Page to Affiliates to update the database for the Directory. Thomas
Kraupe suggested sending the appropriate
block of listings to each Affiliate for review
and ask them to send updates to Keith.
Thanks were expressed to Keith for his hard
work and efforts toward the IPSDirectmy
process. Discussion regarding the Directory
will continue at the Council Meeting on July
16. Brochures for IPS membership are available in five languages. Discussion about the
Membership Brochures centered on the
number and location of existing brochures.
1\' President Jim Manning charged the
language Committee to work with the
Publications ColtnIIlitt~ee
brochures and perhaps wing insert pages for
change of address notice and information on
upcoming conferences. Publications Chair
Undine Concannon will reassess the state of
the brochures to see if we need to add new
languages to the brochure inventory.
The Election Committee Report was read
on behalf of Chair Steve Mitch. There will
be an opportunity for nominations from the
floor at the General Business Meeting on the
July 13. The slate of candidates presented by
the Election Committee are:
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Planletarilum, InFort Pierce,

Armand
research in the Archives
Fund
The CO!lSWnerAff4msf,Astt'oloJ~ OOImnlt~

"".....,"""",;., Planetarium,
Thomas Jefferson High School for Science &:
Technology, Alexandria,
Charles
tarium, Boston Museum
Massachusetts
.II.tU4ll~u., Arthur Storer Planetarium Prince Frederick, Maryland

sen ted by Chair Phyllis Pitluga
new IPS Fellows will receive their certificates
this year. Phyllis announced that the IPS
Service Award will be presented to Shoichi
Ito and Dennis Simopoulos at the Banquet
on Monday evening (the award winners'
names were not announced in Council meeting because one of the recipients was present). The question was raised as to whether
IPS should offer an Institutional Fellow
Award for ten year membership. Discussion
followed and comments induded: "awards
should be given for service, accomplishment,
or achievement-not just paying dues....,it is
the individuals who do the work, who are
active, not the institution." Council decided
not to support this suggestion. There was
also discussion on a proposal to present special awards to students working in planetariums. The Committee felt that issue would
be better handled at the local ptanet:arl1um
level rather than as an IPS function- Council
agreed. Phyllis asked for Council's
sion to indude the IPS name on
Your Name to Saturn" Mission. Council
approved Phyllis presented the Committee's concerns about the criteria of the IPS
Fellow Award Discussion followed on the
pOSSibility of having a form for members to
complete listing
etc" .. PresldentJim Manning crull"Jl:e~
Awards Committee to reexamine the awards

next year and to aim it more toward achieSince Publications Committee Chair Undine Concannon was representing
sentative Bm Gutsch at the IAU Conference
in London on this day, the Committee's report was deferred to July 16.
There was no report from the Ethics
Committee.
The Finance Committee confirmed that
the finances of the organization are in
order as reported by
in the Treasurer's Report. Some discussion
followed on
projects related to the
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these items.
Council adj()urJned. for lunch.
reconvened one hour later with the
except Alan Gould

Kawakami was available to answer qm~stilons
to

may indude them in the Archives.
Committee feels there is need to
ment/record the
of the planet:arium
prclfessio:n. The Committee will
go forward with this
also houses slides and
contributed
other members as well as the Committee.

closely with the Publications Committee.
Potential projects include providing assistance in the: production of membership
brochures and home page information in
various languages, translating selected articles (or synopses of articles) in the Planetarian to various languages, and examining
journals in other languages for potential articles to be published in English in the Planetarian.

The Outreach Committee Report was
delivered on behalf of Martin Ratcliffe. Bill
Gutsch is IPS Representative to the IAU
Commission 46 on The Teaching of Astronomy. Undine Concannon read the paper
prepared by Bill at the IAU in England
Undine will report on the Conference at the
Council Meeting on July 16. President jim
Manning recently gave a colloquium at the
STSd concerning the relationship between
astronomers and planetariums, uThe Marriage Made in Heaven-the Astronomer/planetarian Connection". jim reported that the
presentation was well received. At the 1995
ASP Meeting in College Park, Maryland,
John Mosley and jim Manning in conversation with ASP members proposed that a list
of astronomy experts with whom planetarians could consult would be helpful * The
suggestion turned into a proposal called
Astronomy Unk: a llstlng of astronomy
researchers/educators (their area of expertise
and contact address) to be published in the
Planetarlan. The Outreach Committee encourages the membership to submit names
of contacts who would serve on the Astronomy Link to Committee Chair Martin
Ratcliffe. The project would provide the IPS
Community with a valuable resource and
would help in making connections and
developing closer ties with other parts of the
astronomy world Discussion turned to the
slide sets provided by STScL President jim
Manning emphasized the importance of
documenting how and where these materi·
als are being used and relaying this information back to STScI so they can justify their
continued support of providing these materials to the planetarium community.
President Jim Manning reported that Planetarium Development Group Chair, Ken
Wilson is still seeking members for his committee to work on a more comprehensive

Guidelines Book.
Chair Susan Reynolds reported on the
Portable Planetarium Committee's efforts.
New additions to the public domain file include a Spanish guide of practical activities
for the classroom and a new file of lessons on
audio tape. The first
Meeting for
Itinerant and Small Planetaria was a huge
success. Sue encourages Affiliates to support
workshops/conferences for portable plane-
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taria. Considerable discussion followed on
the printing and distribution of file materials. Currently these materials are available at
cost to IPS members. Further discussion will
continue at the July 16 Council Meeting.
Contest Committee Chair is
Alan Davenport He will be assembling a
panel of judges (international in nat we) for
the Eugen1des Foundation Saipt Contest
Alan will also be working on revising the
guidelines and developing a release form
relating to publication of the scripts.
The Technology Committee was established in 1995 to monitor the world of technology (emerging technologies, existing
technologies) and how it relates to the planetarium field The Committee would serve as
a source of materials and information ga thering which could be shared with the planetarium community at-large. Phyllis PitIuga
suggested that the Committee also pursue
the prospect of developing ideas that would
lead the technology rather than just foHow
the trends.
Under Old Business, some items were covered in Committee reports. The re[lrlatnrnlg
issues were either resolved or considered for
further discussion and possible action as
reported below_
.. The following inactive Ad Hoc Committees were formally dlssolved by Coundl:
Public Relations, Committee for Exchange of
Communication and Personnel, Cuniculum
Projects Committee, Scrlpt Bank Committee,
and Planetariums and Science Q:isis Committee.

* "-'~... _..n

&
on
more information contact Sec:retary
counts to the m(;~mIJersmp.
IPS is listed as an official sponsor

efforts of all
hosts for their
!ions to IPS . We look. forward to an exc:Uulg
conference in Montreal in four

mE~mlDershilp to more
the
of the
"'V
the need to
of back
issues of the Pltmetarian would be eliJnirlatE~d
Co renewal notices to go out four
year.
It Council also agreed that
will receive the
IV .....AU'.... ,

Council discussed several issues
contention of some Council Members
How to Build a Planetarlum is the
cation that should be available to TIT'>1".""''''''''''_
bers. SUgJgestiions

rE~w~wE~~mdaDt)OO'f7ed

posed By-Laws Amendments.
appear as written on the Fall Ballot
.. Coundl review'ed lmd aDt)OO'flOO

to include Publications, Ethics, and Vrr\<T."""""
Committees with their descriptions.
Amend Article Vl Ad Hoc Committees to
refer to Appendix E, and will read:
1. Ad Hoc Committees shall be ap}:KJinlted as needed (For a list of committees and
deSCriptions of their functions, refer to
Appendix E.)
AppendIx E: Ad Hoc COlmniltt~~
to include a list of active committees and
their functions
Amend Appendix B, Section IX: delete
the sentence, "Actual vote counts should not
be given out."
Amend Article V.4: change the title "IPS
Packets for New Planetarium Task Force" to
"IPS Information Packets".

It was reported that discounts for IPS
members are available for Astronomy and Sky
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up a replDsitory
save on time and postage, and how do we
address the issue
of discussion. These
articles were
ters will be deferred to
16 Council
Meenrlg when Publications Chair Undine
Concannon will be present.
of how IPS can assist
To the
or to particllpate
zation, many su~~gesti()ns

assistance and support. John
that the President should announce
General
a call for members mn~res;ted in
between
planetariums that would be mUltrullly
tidal. Council
that this
more
in order to come
of action. The issue will be revisited
July 16 Council Me4enIlig.

President Jim Manning
on Ws
efforts to secure audiovisual materials for
planetariums. He brought a sample of the
types of video images
by STScl
Jim is continuing to pursue a number of
leads to obtain release for Galileo and upIPS needs to
coming Mars mission
explore other space science resources besides
NASA, JPL, and STScI. Thomas Kraupe and
Johan Ginjsenbergs will follow up on ESA
and ESO possibilities. The Russian and
Japanese space programs may al~ have
materials appropriate to planetarium usage.

'" _._---

tion of such materials would best be handled
through the Affillates rather than through a
central prodw::tion service by IPS.
Jeff Bowen has prepared a proposal addressing the need for a planetarium public relations video. He suggests that IPS authorize
the development of a media package which
would include video, print, and other materials which could be used in individual planetarium markets to promote your planetarium.
It After much discussion, Coundl approved
the formation of a Committee cba1red by
Jeff Bowen to address the issues of:
a what specifically would be included
in the package
b. how would you solve the challenge
of the international nature of the project
Oanguage, media formats, marketing/advertising)
Co what specific costs are involved
d how do you address the difference in
nature of the school vs. museum planetarium needs in advertising/ public relations
President Jim Manning reported on the
results of the ASP Education Symposium in
1995. The Proceedings are now available and
address some of the problems, issues, and
solutions in astronomy education. Discussion followed on how to make tWs publication available to planetarians. The issue will
be deferred to the July 16 Council Meeting.
President Elect Thomas Kraupe is considering several sites for the 1997 Council Meeting: he will notify the Council in August of
his final choice. Invitations have come from
Norway, France, and the Mediterranean.
President Jim Manning brought up the
question of clarification on the numbering
of IPS Conferences. Historianjohn Hare
reported that the 1970 CAPE Conference provided the impetus to establish the congress
which wrote the constitution in Baton
Rouge in 1971. The first official IPS Conference was in 1972 in San Jose, California.
Therefore, the Osaka Conference is number
13 and the London Conference will be number 14.
With present business completed and
with the deferred items on the agenda for
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16 Council M(:€!nng, Donna Pierce
moved for adjoUlnnlenlt, s(~Olna€~
Elvert, and passed. The Council MeenIlg
adjourned at 6:21 p.m. .

Miltlutle$ of the
it

indicates action items

In attendance:
President jim Manning
President Elect Thomas W.
Past President Bill Gutsch
Treasurer Keithjohnson
Secretary Lee Ann
Affiliate Representatives:
Association of French Speaking Planetariums
- Marc Moulin
Association of Mexican Planetariums
(AMP AC)- jim Manning for Ignacio Castro
British Association of Planetariums (BAP)Undine Concannon
Canadian Council of Science Centers (CCSC)john Dickenson
Council of German Planetariums (RDP)-Uwe
Lemmer for Dr. Erich Uebelacher
European/Mediterranean Planetarium Association (EMP A) -Johan Gijsenbergs for
Dionysios Simopoulos
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA)Susan Reynolds
Italian Planetaria's Friends Association- Loris
Ramponi
Japan Planetarium Society- Shoichi Itoh
Middle Atlantic Planetarium
(MAPS)Lee Ann Hennig for Fred Stutz
Nordic Planetarium Association (NPA)Torbjorn Urke for Lars Broman
Pacific Planetarium Association
Elvert
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
(RMP A)- jim Manning for john Peterson
Russian Planetarium Association (RP A)Michael Grouz.dev for Zinaida P. Sitkova
Southeastern Planetarium Association
(SEP A)- Donna Pierce for John Hare
Southwestern Association of Planetariums
(SWAP)-Donna C. Pierce
Also present
Glen Moore, Science Center and Planetarium Wollongong, NSW, Australia
Mart~ Ratcliffe, Outreach Committee Chair
Affiliates not in attendance:
Ukrainian Planetariums Association
Great Plains Planetarium Association
Planetarian

'ii' Motion
Donna Pierce:
Publications Committee coo~ronlate

Chair
tarlum Committee pre~sen,tea
for the Portable P1tmetarlum Resource Guide.
would be 41a collection
tec:.hr1liq11es and ......"'rtir::ll ............,&O_.~~ __

should
lion would be free to IPS members
able to others for a
Discussion
lowed on
costs amJHCaHon of material and tapes. Bill Gutsch
gested that
IPS should COflSid,er
project as a commercial venture. '* P'rESlGent

materials
Publications Chair Undine COnc.mrlon
rerlOf"tea on the So You w,mrW.J"WMUU

Vol.

etarium publication. Discussion centered on
who should receive the publication, should
it be available to non-members, placed on
the Web Page, inserted in the IPS Information Packet, etc. tit The feeling of the Counell
is that this information should be widely distributed and available to non-membeu as
well.
Other publication projects were discussed.
'" President Jim Manning suggested that the
Publications Committee make a proposal
concemIng these ideas and forward them to
Counell for consideration.
Council discussed the 1997 IPS Directory
and agreed to continue to collect updates on
addresses and personnel and to publish the
new edition in the spring. '* Concerning the
IPS Directory: Motion by Sue Reynolds: Publish and distribute the 1997 IPS Directory by
March 1997. Seconded by Bill Gutsch and
approved by Council.
Council agreed to continue the meeting at
the Osaka Science Museum.
President jim Manning reconvened the
Council Meeting at 4:30 p.m.
Everyone in attendance at the previous
meeting was present except for Glen Moore
and Martin Ratcliffe.
Discussion on what to title the IPS Resource publication resulted in several suggestions. Undine asked that suggestions be
relayed to her and she will pass these onto
Council for consideration.
1998 Conference Chair Undine Concannon reported on the London Conference.
The first mailing to the membership will be
as an insert in the Planetarkm. The second
mailing will be to a full listing of planetarians. Discussions followed on accommodations, conference activities, and scheduling.
Hotel reservations will have to be made by
February 1, 1998, in order to receive the best
rates at the primary conference hotel. '"
Motion by Keith johnson: Authorlzethe

Finance Committee to advance the IPS 98
Conference Committee the necessary seed
money (to reserve conference fadUties and
malling/printlng expenses) to be returned
by the end of the Conference. Seconded by
Donna Pierce and approved by Council.
Further discussion centered on meals, excursions, poster paper sessions vendor exhibits,
and translation services.
Treasurer Keith johnson reported on revisions and updates to the 1997/98 Budget tit
Motion by Donna Pierce: Approve the Revised edition of the 97/98 Budget Seconded
by Undine Concannon and approved by
Council.
It Motion by Donna Pierce: The Finance
and Publications Committees will work
withJorum GiJsen'bergs in providing a European site for publications repository and to
investigate the possibility of an Asian site as
well Seconded by Lee Ann Hennig and
approved by Council.
\&' Council agreed that new members will
be eligible for a bade issue of the latest IPS
Directory, but would pay for bade issues of
other publications.
Considerable discussion followed on the
translation issue of Plan.et:arlan articles.
Council agreed to investigate what could be
done in terms of providing translation in the
P1anetaritm. The Language and Publications
Committees will work with Council to pursue a workable solution.
Discussion continued on the topiC of ways
to set up mutually beneficial relationships
between planetariums-the twinning concept. \&' Motion by johan Gijsenbergs: Form
a Committee to investigate and develop
ideas/methods to accompllih mutually bene
efidal relationships between planetariums.
Seconded by Thomas Kraupe and approved
by Council
Undine Concannon reported on the paper
she presented on behalf of IAU Representative Bill Gutsch at the IAU Conference. One
of the questions coming out of the Confer-

ence concerned how much formal research
had been done on astronomy
the
planetarium. Discussion among Council
that
members resulted in
eral sources of case studies have been done
and that it would be
of these various sources
astronomyIplanetarium education research
available in the archives.
Undine reported that As~·rmlOrr.IV
magazine would also offer IPS members
reduced price for subscriptions. She will pass
this information on to the Council for membership notification.
With aU business
Donna
Pierce moved to adjourn the Council Meeting, seconded by Undine Concannon, and
approved by Council.
Respectfully Submitted,
Lee Ann A. Hennig
IPS Secretary
September 3, 1996

Addendum to Coundl Minutes
During the General Business Meeting
13,1996 the following additions to the slate
of candidates for office were made:
For the Office of President Elect:
1.) Marie Radbo- Sweden
nominated by Phyllis PitIuga, seconded
by Donna Pierce
2.) Shoichi Ito- Japan
nominated by Tatsuyuki Arai, seconded
by jon Elvert
*Motion to close the nominations was made
by Martin Ratcliffe, seconded by George
Reed, and approved by the membership.
These additional candidates will appear on
the ballot for the fall election.

The Astronomical League Is Celebrating Its 50th Birthday. The Golden ALCON.
How are we celebrating? By reserving a Colorado Rocky Mountain convention equipped major winter ski resort (Copper Mountain) to host
the 1997 Astronomical League Convention. We are taking advantage of this facilities size and getting low off season rates for 6 to 12 days (June
27 through july 9, 1997). Rooms, condos and efficiencies with or without kitchens are available, creating an International Celebration within
the reach of most of our 14,000 members.
Assuring dark skies at 9,000 to 14,000 feet above sea level, 60 miles from any real light pollution with many observing sites. 6.5 to 7.5
tude skies are common. Colorado has over 300 clear nights a year. It is a summer vacation opportunity in a most beautiful place, 18 miles from
Vail,2S from Aspen, 10 from Breckenridge and 50 miles from the Rocky Mountain National Park in the center of the highest National Forest
land in the USA. And Much More-see 'Colorado' in any good travel guide. We are inviting the AA VSO, the Royal Astronomical Society, lOT A,
The Dark Sky Association and many other national and international groups. These are confirmed with more to answer.
The Convention fee which includes 3 meals has not been set but will be less than $75 with 250 or more registrations. Final convention fees
will be published by end of May 1997. One convention breakfast, one barbecue dinner as wen as a formal awards dinner included in the
tration price (this also pays for the fixed convention space costs - the more who come the cheaper it gets).
This celebration, an international event, is open to all members of the league. Not sure you are a member of the Astronomical
Check with your club. If not, You can join for $25 at the ALCON.
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SPACE CREATORS
Mauna Kea,
The Australian Outback,
The Space Shuttle in Orbit and
A Goto GSS-Helios Planetarium Theater. ....
What do all these places have in common?
A spectacular view of a crisp, clear star field!
So what are you waiting for?
Why not experience it?

Shonandai Culture Center

GSS-Helios

The GSS-Helios (GSX) features 25,000 stars reproducing a sky seen only from space. Digital shutters mean panoramas
without stray stars twinkling through the image. Computer-assisted functions give manual mode the ease of auto mode
without replacing the lecturer. The list of special GOTO features goes on and on. Contact your nearest representative and
find out what your planetarium could be like.

The G 1014si offers Space Simulator functions plus
GOTO's exclusive automatic lamp replacement
mechanism. No more shows lost to lamp burnout.
With the G 1014si, your spare lamp leaps into
action with a simple touch of a button at the
console. Simple, fast and efficient. That's a GOTO
Planetarium.

GOTD OPTICAL MFG. CO.
4-16 Yasaki-cho Fuchu-shi. Tokyo 183
JAPAN
TEL: Inti No. +81-423-62-5312
FAX: Inti No. +81-423-61-9571
Email: Lucy@goto.co.jp

GI014si

by Calvin]. Hamilton
$21.95 [uS']
National Science Teachers Association
840 Wilson Boulevard
22201-3000
or 703-2437100 (Main)
Minimum System Requirements Windows 95 &:
Windows NT 4.0:
., Windows 95 (TM) or Windows NT 4.0
., 386 DX Processor
"4MB memory
., 8 MB available hard disk space
., 2x CD-ROM drive
Sound Blaster compaU ble sound system for sound
(recommended)

Wide Web page he was
wClrkjlmr for Los Alamos National Laboratory. It contains a wealth of
NASA
and animations of solar system
and space
It also includes
CTlr"'<'~..·u of space science terms,
UH.~~la~UH~;) of space
and a
resources section for teachers. This
resources section contains such
dassroom activities and NST A
des.
The
and information on the Views
presented as HTML documents. This means that you access and navigate the material with an Internet web
browser. If you don't have an Internet web
browser on your computer, don't worry.
"Views" comes with a copy of Microsoft
Internet
on the disk. A few of the
articles are stored as Portable Document
Format
files. To view these you need
Adobe's Acrobat Reader
which
also SUiJPlilea.
The 'home page' of this disk .......,.",11.,,,,,,,,,
with a series of thumbnail
Moon, each
meteoroids. These
the pages and
or
type. In addition there is an introduction
link as wen as links to the rrlr.,,,,,,,,·,, bilbulogra-

., Windows 31
., 4Q-Mhz 386 DX Processor
"4MB memory
" 8 ME available hard disk space
., 2x CD-ROM drive
" Sound Blaster-compatible sound system (recommended)
Macintosh Requirements:
., 68030 processor or faster
., System 7.0 or higher
., 4MB RAM
" 8 MB hard disk space
., double speed CD-ROM drive

It has become

these days to
the
available
from NASA
and put them on a CD-ROM. Often this
amounts to mere 'shovel ware' which,
although a useful way to
a lot of
good images, creates disks are often
far
beyond their worth. A few of these disks do
have creative interfaces, additional gra,pnlCS,
animations, tutorials, etc. that
added value.
it's often hard to
case from the
de~;crilptilve sleeve alone. "Views of the Solar
I..'H.,+r",,,,,," falls somewhere between the two
extremes.
"Views" is based on material
assembled
Calvin]. Hamilton for a World
'Vd'...... U

Vol.

Uranus

... u

Plane t ari an

(Please see CoimD'Ufi~ ClmlmLJe(J

ph

nd

s

Distan
Chapman
Southampton
County Publi c
Schools
Bel
Maryland
http://www.access.digex.net/
-schapman
One of the most important astronomical
concepts a secondary school or college student is likely to encounter in an introductory course is that of the Cepheid variable and
its usefulness as a distance indicator. With
the recent discoveries of Cepheids in other
galaxies such as M-100 by the Hubble Space
Telescope, the topic is also likely to surface
in the social studies as a current events or
historical topic as weB. A planetarium can
serve as an important classroom to introduce
this topiC and as a springboard for its understanding through a related laboratory exercise to be completed after the planetarium
visit. The idea for this planetarium lesson
comes from a reprint of a March, 1979 article
published in Sky & Telescope by Jay Pasachoff
and Ronald Goebel, and it is from their article that the lesson described below gets its
name. In addition, some helpful teaching
tips on teaching this topiC in a planetarium
can be found in Alan Gould's P.A.S.s. volume
#9 entitled "How Big is the Universe".
Outcome: Students will work in groups to
collect data on the apparent magnitude of a
Cepheid variable over a simulated time period of 150 days or more. After the planetarium session they will reduce the data to construct a light curve for their Cepheid From
the light curve, they will determine the
Cepheid's period and hence its luminosity
and distance.
Materials: Each student will need a copy of
the enclosed worksheet and pencil for the
planetarium session. After the session, a data
table providing a period-luminosity calibration and a calculator for some of the calcula-
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tions involving logarithms will be needed
The planetarium teacher will need to devise
a method for producing a "variable star" to
use as the Cepheid Several methods reported
in the literature include using a
of
wheat lamp on a dimmer or a Udot-slide"
inserted into the carousel with a focused
image of the "dot" which becomes a variable
star in the starfield when adjusted by hand
with the dimmer. To make a dot-slide, just
make a 35 mm slide of black acetate or aluminum foU for your carousel after poking a
fine hole in it with a pin. Gould (1992)
describes several detailed methods in P.A.sS.
volume 9 for this procedure.
Strategy: The eventual activity that students
will perform in the planetarium is to compare the apparent magnitude of the "Cepheid" with that of several stars of "known"
apparent magnitude. We use the stars in the
area of the Southern Cros.s for this procedure,
with Alpha Centauri assigned a hypothetical
magnitude of 11.5, fonowed by Beta Centauri
at 12.0, Alpha Crucis at 125, Gamma Crucis at
13.0, Delta Crucis at 13.5, and Epsilon Crucis
at 14.0. Of course, you will need to
to
your students (who may not realize it) that
stars with apparent magnitudes in this range
would not be visible without a teleS(:oDle.
There are several way to lead up to that
point-and what fonows is the one I use.

Procedure: As students are seated and becoming dark adapted, use several slides from your
slide bank to illustrate the Hfe cycle of a
common star such as the sun. Show an H-R
Diagram and point out the red
and
supergiants as wen as the blue
and
supergiants. When the slide is switched
accept a volunteer from your audience to
point out a blue star and a red star on the
dome. With the slide back on, describe some
of the various Hfe-cycle outcomes such as
neutron stars, pulsars, and black holes in
addition to the more common ..""..
nebulae and white dwarfs. Purposefully
this part of your presentation short and
avoid "overkill!" Resist the temptation to go
off on a tangent on the anticipated qU€~stilDns
about black holes! With the H-R
slide on the dome, ask students to find some
yellow supergiants. Ask why there are supergiants of red and blue but so few of yellow!
Point out the instability gap near the topmiddle of the diagram and use the absence of
a great number of stars there to introduce
the concept of a what a Cepheid variable is.
To illustrate the concept of a pulsating
supergiant, I use two disk-shaped images of a
yellow star (somewhat larger) and a white
star which are then alternatively cross-faded.
The images should not differ greatly in sizen .......
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about a 10 percent difference
mal. When cross
to
increase the
level on
COllS11:1erabJ.v to illustrate that the \....IClJHICAU
most luminous in the COlntrac1:eCl
the
Use your Dlaneltarium
totype star Delta
inconspicuous in the DlametarlUln
h .. ;lyhi-,,,,.. C:assioTJleia and Ursa
Show the class a slide of "-'\;;~U,~u..>
out the
volunteers to
the north star is also a Lallm(m~:n
not
active] ~o;;;!IJAAI>;;'U,
good idea to have someone
well.
At this iUIlct1ure
historical signttic;:tnc:e
made
Henrietta Swan Levitt and
covery of the periocHuITllifllDsi"tv
use two dot slides in different "",,,,,;o,·-!-r. .. ,,
the same time. First, we direct the stu Clelnts'
attention to the area where the "star"
appear on the dome. Then we nfl~tena
simulate a hundred
in a few minutes.
FoJl101wirl:l! Gould's su~[ge~;ticm

ten second in terval.) We then
the two stars must have the same
magnitude
to the
ty law, but are
tances. Instruct the class to engage
group discussion to determine which
two stars is more distant (the dimmer
Then ~~~+~~,~

UU,''-'AlbU'-

determine among themselves which
the stars is the more distant. (It is
with
Once you are satisfied that the
appear to have a grasp of the basic concept
law,
of the

location of the
to
it out on the dome.
students that at an estimated distance of
am:>roJdmlately 66
(over
IH1In1"-vp:~~1 away, it is the most distant
visible to the naked eye. Show some
how
other
vation of any individual star within
galaxy, a supernova or a 'l...A:lJu" ..... sut)eu[iarlt
would enable us to calculate the

SOUTHAMPTON PLANETARIUM
CEPHEID VARIABLES AND THE COSMIC DISTANCE SCALE
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log(p)
0 .. 2

-1 .. 2

0 .. 4

-1 .. 8

0 .. 6

-2 .. 5

0 .. 8

-3 .. 2

1 .. 0

-4 .. 0

1 .. 2

-4 .. 8

1 .. 4

-5 .. 3

1 .. 6

-6 .. 0

1 .. 8

-7 .. 0

DISTANCE = ANTILOG (m - M + 5)/5
m = apparent magnitude, M
absolute magnitude
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you could distinguish between the brighter
type II Cepheids more numerous in the spiral
arms and the intrinsically fainter type I classical
more common in the galactic
disk. You might also refer to the historical
treatment on how these concepts were
developed (Pasachoff and Goebel, 1979).
Finally, show some of those beautiful slides
of M 100 taken with the HST back in 1994.
One image, which you can either purchase as
a slide from various sources or download
from the space telescope home page (http://
www.stscLedu), shows a "blow-up" of that
famous Cepheid observed in M 100 which
led astronomers to the apparent contradiction that the universe must be younger than
its contents! Again, that whole topiC should
be reserved for another time if it is mentioned at all. (See the treatment of this topic
and the picture of the slide in the article by
John Percy and George Musser in the fall
1995 version of the Universe in the Classroom
published by the Astronomical SOciety of
the Pacific).
N ow explain to the class that they will be
given the responSibility of conecting data on
a Cepheid variable star in the Small Magellanie Cloud. Adjust your latitude motor to
enter the southern hemisphere. Adjust the
right ascension so that the two Magellanic
Clouds are visible. Ask for volunteers from
the class to find both of the clouds on the
dome with the pointer flashlight. Then,
show some slides of the clouds from your
slide bank. We are now going to pretend to
determine the apparent magnitude of a
Cepheid which we will pretend is a member
of this galaxy. Adjust your right ascension
motor again so that the comparison stars
near the area of Centaurus-Crux (see strategy
above) are visible. Hand out the worksheets
and project your dot-slide "Cepheid" into the
area near the companion stars. Help students
compare the apparent magnitude of the

(Computer, continued from page 21)
plete. The 'People' page, for example,
includes literary names like Shakespeare and
Jules Verne, but no listings for Carolyn and
Eugene Shoemaker or even SchiapareUi. The
bibliography is often sparse. Or example,
only two items are listed under the 'comets'
heading and both of the references are to
articles from the European Space Agency reference that might be difficult for a teacher outside of the European community to
access. And some of the references, such as
one from the American Federation of
Astrologers, are of dubious value. A few of
the references are to Internet URLs, but,
strangely, these are not hot-linked The table
of web sites is a little thin. It does not, for
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Cepheid with the comparison stars. We
choose to have students collect a maximum
of 15 data points, at simulated intervals of 10
days each. This gives a total of 170 days or so.
We add a few cloudy days to the collection
to simulate reality. A suggested curve is as
foHows: Day O-apparent magnitude 13.5, followed by 10-12.5, 20-11.5, 30-12.0, 40-12.5,5013.0, 60-13.5, 70-12.5, 80-11.5, 90 (clouds), 10012.5, 110 (clouds), 120-13.5, 130-12.5, 140-11.5,
150 (clouds), 160-12.5, 170 (clouds). At the end
of the simulation have the students determine the period (60 days). Then, have them
determine the average apparent magnitude
over the whole cycle. (In this example it is
going to be 12.5). The distance to the Cepheid
and thus the Small Magellanic Cloud can
then be calculated for homework or in class
the next day if time doesn't permit. To determine the distance, the students will first
need to determine the absolute magnitude
from the period-luminosity data given (sixty
days:::: about -6.0). Then the difference
between the apparent and absolute magnitudes (the distance modulus) is determined
as 12.5 - 6.0) :::: 18.5. Then add 5 to the distance
modulus and divide the result by 5 to obtain
the antilog of the distance, about 4.7. Taking
the antilog, we get around 50,000
agreement with the accepted distance to the
Small Magellanic Ooud
References: Planetarians might wish to consult the references from which this planetarium lab is based They are:

Astronomy Village CD-ROM for
tosh! You will find an exercise called
for a Supernova" on the CD. If you
iar with the
image pr()Ce~;sinlg
gram for the Mac caned
could use the
here to
own digital
of variable stars!
program even allows you to customize
data sets with
macros
write and insert into the software
from your users. Those macros
white, gray, and dark
of a
area and simulate an apparent maLgnitu.de.
You could actually create a .PICT seQiuelr1Ce
from the photos of the ..... '-!-'U'... A....
available on the web and animate it!
it out-especially if, like
you
other teaching duties besides those
planetarium.
'<7<11"<lnl<>

Astronomy Village, A Multimedia
Space Science, Wheeling Jesuit

'LA-'!...... h'-I

room of the Future, 1995
.edu/)

Pasachoff Jay M. and Ronald W. Goebel,
"Cepheid Variables and the Cosmic
Distance Scale", Sky & Telescope, March
1979.
Gould Alan, Planetarium Activities for
Student Success, (PASS), Volume 9, How Big
is the Universet Lawrence Han of .....................,
Berkeley ,CA., 1992

tunity here to thank John
readership for allowing me to contribute
ularly to this
under the
Education feature for the past three
this time, I would Uke to pass the
another planetarian in order to pursue
teaching
If you are int(~res:ted
in assuming the duties for Focus
Han,
contact
indeed been a real pleasure to serve
ership in this forum.

example, have a link to the International
Planetarium Society site. And it has a link to
Astronomy magazine site, but none to Sky &
Telescope's. The tables of data on solar system
objects are quite extensive. Some of the values in these tables, however, differ from the
values published on ]pL's web pages. The differences aren't great, but it would be useful
for the user to know the sources of data used
in the tables.
Navigation of the material in IIViews" is
quite good There are a few quirks, however,
that should be addressed in the next release.
For example, when I clicked on one of the
hot linked .PDF files, it invoked the installation of the Acrobat utility. While Acrobat is
needed to read the file, every time I clicked

on a .PDF file it tried to install Acrobat
In
of the shortcomings of some of
the non-image material, "Views of the Solar
!\';v'ot",rn" has a lot of raw material
great
value to
and science educators.
'AA~'~"'.&A it's a nice reference to
through, I think it will be best used in
of
two ways. It can be used
students
great resource for research papers
solar system,
if
were (lPllPif")Oing their own electronic multi-media
tations. Or, any teacher with some
ence in making web pages, could
make a wide
of customized,
lesson plans that their students could
act with using any web browser,
out an Internet connection.
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S/<y-S/<an says:

The best media control system
money can buy now costs less
money. A lot less.
Take our new TlfYME II Data/
Time Interface. It costs over 60%
less than its predecessor. Our
new NUTMEG utility cards
make automated dimming and
switching functions dramatically
less expensive. New pricing on
existing SPICE Automation
hardware delivers even more
savings.
If you1re planning a new or revitalized theater, call us for a
quote. The best is within reach.

Sky-Skan.., Inc.
51 Lake Street
Nashua NH 03060-4513

USA
Tol/-free 800-880-8500
Tel. 603-880-8500
Fax 603-882-6522

Steve Tidey
58 Prince Avenue
Southend-on-Sea
Essex, England
stidey@dircon.co.uk
Hello, and spring greetings from the UK.
The inexorable rise in popularity of the
Internet in the last few years has been of
enormous benefit to the planetarium profession. Data and pictures about current discoveries are often made available within hours,
allowing public programs to be more topical
than ever. However, exciting though it is, the
Internet is still very much in an early stage of
development and is changing in subtle ways
almost on a daily basis. Every group of professionals wants something different from
the world-wide database, and planetarians
are no exceptions. With this in mind, the
Forum topic for this issue is worded thus:

All things being equal, over the
next five years how can the astronomy resources on the Internet best
be developed to maximise their useftUnessforplane~?

Mike Reynolds is first to the wicket.

***
One of the aspects of the new Chabot
Observatory &: Science Center will be what
we can a Virtual Science Center, a term we
coined in 1993. Our concept is to build a
facility that can be easily accessible via the
Net from any site equipped with a phone
line, modem, and computer, basically maximizing the Internet. We visualize students
accessing telescopes for remote imaging,
stored images of everything from recently
collected electron microscope images of
specimens taken in the park where the new
Chabot will be located, to direct visual and
audio program access.
However, we have discovered several
"reality checks". The first is the speed at
which images, data, etc. can be currently
downloaded. Right now the IlpipeHne" is
small and it takes a relatively long time to
download an image. I recall my days of
teaching high school and can recall sitting
around with my physics class waiting to
download an image of the SL-9 impact! It just
would not work. As phone lines improve,
equipment is able to process more-quickly,
Vol. 26, No.1, March 1997

and other forms of technology are introduced to get around the speed issue, this
problem will should disappear.
Another issue we have found is at the userend If we as planetarians want schools to tap
into our home pages, we better take a dose
look at how schools are equipped We hear a
lot of discussion about equipping schools,
but is it really happening? Do most teachers
understand how to access the Net (or even
how to tum on a computer N')? And will the
equipment allow easy access? Finally consider phone line requirements: will schools be
able to afford the lines? How many? One?
Ten? Line speed? Oakland's schools are fairly
well equipped and I'wired" Oakland was one
of the first in the United States to have a district-wide "Net Day" to wire schools. But
what of the average U.s. school district?
The general public is another issue. Those
who are into accessing the Net are generally
well-equipped. There are lists of the best
home pages; organizations often measure the
success of their site by the number of IlhUs."
And many individuals have their own home
pages. We in the planetarium field need to
determine the best way to get out information on programs, astronomical events, or
even job postings. At this point, I would say
Simplicity in information retrieval is
If
one spends a day I'surfing" the Net, one will
find an overload of information. It can often
be difficult at best to find a specific item
Am I advocating not using the Net?
Absolutely not! Is the Net a fad? At this
pOint, somewhat (with no comparison to the
CB craze of the 1970's!). What we need is to
understand our users and their limitations,
their reqUirements and deSires, and what
best serves our individual facility. Then we
can better shape the future for the most
appropriate use of the Net, not smDething
that is a passing fad
Dr. Mike UI"lTnr.lrlC:
Executive Director
Chabot Observatory &. Science Center
Oakland, California

***
I have been using the Internet for several
years now, so my immediate response to any
discussion of astronomical resources on-line
is ''Keep them coming, please." The wealth of
astronomical information lurking on the
Internet, and the immediacy with which it is
available, has quickly made the Net an invaluable asset to me as an astronomy interpreter for the public, alias planetarian.
To those familiar with the Internet,
though, it's almost an embarrassment of
riches. So much exists that finding
information can be difficult and time-conPlanetarian

fun can be d0 1Wlllri2:Jlttrustratmg
have a media reJ:)re~;entative

next five years. Ass;UIll1inlg
continue to be
Net is bound to continue its eXj;JDrlen
growth.
home state of Mlcnllgan,
the U.S., for instance, is ... ~.&.~ .....
aU schools in the state wired
the end of 1997.
To me,
the Qm~H.on
how astronomical resources
rather how we can best .u""'u'"'JI'. ...
sources that
will be tortnc:onlin;g.
The ......'"n.u;:" ...,
ways
OraIT£lngmg
so that
information is easy
Some kind folks and 0l]~aniza1tiOIls

basis. The situation
unWieldy in the future.
I-J"",,.>h,,."\c: IPS and the regional pJlanetariulm

moreUUAA .......
groups and subscribed m<HHng
also be u ..... p ........, aJlI01NiIllg
noise ratio" for what appears on our cmDDuter monitors.
One final th()Ug;ht. With so many
and schools
access to the Internet
the near future, and, therefore, access
same astronomy resources as pla,netartans,
does that cause you to wonder about
role of the
in this new intorrnaHon environment? Sounds like
for discussion.

"'ft*
a sandwich
I used my free
the American Astronomical ... ",' •.oY-"-,,
............ JI'.

rt>r't>nthr

si te to view their catalog of links to astronomical data on the Internet The page that
listed the links to astronomical World Wide
Web resources was over 711K alone! I downloaded much of my lunch by the time the
page made it aU into my computer. Certainly
a dearth of Internet information resources is
not a problem. And there are already some
excellent, high quality Web sites like those
of NASA, the Planetarian and Sky Publishing.
There are reasons, however, to be concerned
about how the on-line information system is
developing.
The resources we need will only become
more useful and evolve to a
level
when the physical and social structures
involved in online astronomical information change. But Internet evolution, like
social evolution, is not a predictive theory as
is, for example, Newtonian mechanics. It is
impossible to gauge exactly how the
Internet supernova will develop because of
the enormous rate of growth, fractalization,
and momentum contained in this blast
wave of on-line information.

N

The Internet connects a veritable
of information. But as astlfonomlV e(iucatoJ:s,
quality information over the
mation alone does not educate.
educate people and
do it in different ways
in different domains. At the risk of oversimplification, I think that there are two features
about the planetarium endeavor that are
particularly relevant to the Internet resource
question and might actually be two useful
our course amidst
stars with which to
the on-line tempest.
We are first of all primarily a visual, as
opposed to a textual, subject. This feature
means that images, structures, and mechanisms are more important in our educational
"tool box" than are texts or sets of abstract
data. Therefore, our need for bandwidth to
transport images and digital animations are
much higher than other groups of educators.
Our planetarium theaters can easily consume 100Mb of compressed data for a single
all-dome digital image. Try moving that size
file over a dial-up modem and America

The limited available baIld~"idjth ques:tlon
who
extreme stress on our telleC()mmlmi,catiorls
infrastructure. Demand
that it is aUlecting

n1Qn-Snff'O access,
The second feature of
to ..... ,... u'.i"o'~UL

urn's local constituencies.
plane1tariUIT1S have had
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to serve their specific theaters and the needs
of local communities. One bit of evidence
for this that planetarians know wen is the
role they are often thrust into when astronomical news breaks.
Development of the Internet to enable
planetariums to better fill local astronomical
information roles is the direction in which
we need to head This can happen by continuing to nurture two partnerships. The first
partnership is between planetarians and the
world of research astronomy. Our needs during times of breaking news are similar to
those of the press. We need to know what is
happening early so that we can be intelligent
local spokespersons. Our requirements for
visuals and useful data sets are not, however,
the same as the news media We also need to
work with the research community to develop data formats that will work best in our
theaters, and with the newall-dome digital
projection technologies currently being
developed.
The second partnership that needs attention is the one between planetariums and

those to whom they serve information to
locally. This is not only on the dome, but
can also be inside our institutional walls and
as data-servers to our community school systems. Bandwidth again becomes essential,
but it could also be important for planetariums to be local servers (reflectors) for other
national sites. Why dog up the backbone of
the Internet when a service for local constituents could work much better?
So, the two stars for us to steer by must be
a push for better hardware connections and
working on the partnerships required to
make cyberspace truly useful to our missions. Without the bandwidth we can not
even take advantage of what is now possible.
But it is the social aspect that will be the
most important, assuming the technical limits disappear. Historians of technology, like
Carolyn Marvin, have shown how it is the
social structures that often exert the most
important influence on how new media
develop. The social forces at work driving
Internet hype engender a looming danger in
these uncharted oceans. I have a fear that

cyberspace may come to dominate outer
space and, in turn, planetariums. Planetariums have historically ridden the waves of
new technologies and the contemporary
vision of our future. If you do not think so,
then recall that the peak period of new
etarium construction took
near the
zenith of the Moon race. Unless we intelligently use and connect with the Internet,
then we could become as useless as slide rules
in a technologically manic culture.
James S. Sweitzer, Ph.D.
Director of Special
American Museum of Natural
New York City, New York
"'*-It

I think this question merits two answers.
The first answer is a new question. What
will the Internet consist of in five
Does anybody know? Go back in time five
years and who had heard of the Internet?
(few) and who had ever used the Web?
(almost nobody). Five years from now, today
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might be the dark ages.
Meanwhile, at this point in my planetanan experience, the most valuable resources
provided by the Internet are the World Wide
Web availability of both brand new information and current photographs. The information can be incorporated into presentations or put on file for the future, while photos can be downloaded, saved to disk, and
processed into posters or as slides by a service
bureau. It is awfully nice to be able to show
somebody a picture that was, literally, taken
just yesterday by an observatory halfway
around the world.
Scott Bryan
Victor Valley CoUege Planetarium
Victorville, California
***

For the moment, outer space is still more
exciting than dinosaurs (First Period Score:
Planetariums 1, Dinosaurs 0).
The public still loves outer space. Internet
sites containing images from astronomy and
space science are some of the most frequently searched pages on the World Wide Web.
For example, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in the US counts more than 1000 hits
every day (Note 1). This brings a good
news/bad news message to planetarians
across the world. A message that can motivate planetarium programs to become a significant influence on informal public education, or a message that can serve as a warning
that planetarium programs are boring and
irrelevant.
The Internet now provides the general
public with access to images and data that
were previously only provided by planetariums. Less than one decade ago, planetariums
were the fastest resource for seeing the latest
images from solar system surveys or from
the world's largest telescopes. In fact, secondary level school science books in my
community just this year show Voyager
photographs of Neptune. Aside from television news sources, the planetarium has
always been the quickest way for the public
to see the wonders of the Universe. Unfortunately, many planetarians have taken liberties with that privilege and presentations
have bordered on being boring. It is the experience of this author that far too many turnkey planetarium programs are simply slide
shows choreographed to music; some don't
even need the stars for a background!
Slewing slide projectors or even slewing
video projectors will soon lose the gee-whiz
factor for the next generation of attendees
(note 2). Planetariums will lose much of their
appeal if they cannot better some of the
resources of the Internet.
The overwhelmingly good news is that
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planetariums have the staff, facUities, and
creativity to package random collections of
pictures in a cohesive, informative and
entertaining program. By accessing the
resources of the Internet, planetarians can
distill endless collections of images and
movies for education. NASA has more than
750,000 images of Jupiter alone; no one is
going to learn anything surfing through that
stack!! Planetarlans have access to more
images now than slide libraries could ever
hold, all easily downloadable in various formats, easily manipulated, and quickly projected by common video projectors hooked
to computers. An incredible video system
with computer can now be installed in
many planetariums for much less than
$USlS,OOO that will instantly display images
from the Internet.
However, the most important component
that planetarians can take advantage of is
that many images are current-updated
hourly, even! For example, the Yohkoh soft
x-ray satellite sends more than 5 images a
day to the Internet (note 3). US NASA television has several real-time feeds that can be
tapped using the free desktop video conferencing software called CU-SeeMe (notes 4
and 5). The use of live pictures in the planetarium holds incredible promise for motivating attendees, because probing questions can
be asked by the presenter as well as by the
audience. Already, Internauts can control a
telescope to make amateur observation runs
remotely. Moreover, planetarium attendees
will soon be able to make virtual journeys
where they decide where to fIy over on the
planet Mars by submitting a flight plan over
the Internet, and getting a movie generated
and returned in a matter of seconds.
Through Internet resources, planetarians
have the distinguished opportunity to take
attendees on a scientific investigation using
real images, real data, and to conduct an
inquiry in real time. This is something that
nobody can do when studying dinosaurs!
The good news message is that planetariums have been given a second chance to be
exciting and relevant to school children and
adults alike. Internet resources that focus on
audience-con trolled scien Ufic investigations
allow planetariums to stay on the cutting
edge of education and entertainment. The
use of current images, dictated supercomputer fly-overs, and authentic inquiries will not
only advance the excitement of contemporary SCience, but will also allow planetariums
to avoid the unfortunate fate of the preViously dominating dinosaurs. (note 6).
Notes:
1. http://www.jpl.nasagov/
2. Reed, George, 1993, "Who the Hen Needs
a Planetarium?" Planetarian 3. http://www
.spaceJockheedcom/
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USA.
Montana State Universit:v

So, there you have it I think the me~~e
please can we have a better
the Internet and more bandwidth?
the exciting
an active
on-line is that we can all
in developing resources for IJA"'U~;L"U
thus making the worldwide database
user-friendly.
of Web pages
longer need to have detailed irn" ...ul'lo ...ltT<>
HTML
and so the technical Oar'flers
which may have
being involved in the
are F,A'."",",'UU
being removed. There are many
skilled and creative planetarians, and
can come up with little innovations that
make on-line Hfe a little less frustrC:ltirllg
more productive, then on past form
should find that they will have a habit
spreading
throughout cyl::>erspaice.
Here is the topic for the next Forum:

the
I'd like to close on a peJ~Solna1 note.
time you read this I expect to have relocated
from the UK to Buffalo, New York state
cold in the winter, yes, I know!).
email
address will be changing, but I'm
forward to seeing some of my US nl~ITH"t~ri~n
friends on a more regular basis than has been
possible up to now. So until next time,
luck with your
programs
please consider
a contribution
Forum if the topic takes your
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ANSWER: Thafs easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is the classic 'Arabesque #1' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the still available ·Snowflakes Are Dancimt album (RCA)
QUESTION:

At what tirnes and
HUSTLER'?

•

of the week can I see 'STAR

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR HUSTLER' just before
nightly sign-off. However, due to 'STAR HUSTLER's' enormous
popularity a number of stations find the show's 5-minute format
can fit anywhere during the broadcast day and air the show more
frequently. Local TV listings seldom include 5-minute shows, so irs
best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.
QUESTION:

If I can' find 'STAR HUSTlER' on my hometown PBS
station, hO\N can I see It where I live?

ANSWER: 'STAR HUSTLER' is provided free of charge by WPBT,
Miami to all PBS stations. If you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it is.
available free of charge.
QUESTION: Is It necessary 10 get spedaJ permission 10 use 'STAR
HUSTlER' for astronomy dub meetings, teaching In the
dassroan, sdence nlSEUn or pIanetR.Im use?

ANSWER: No. In fac~ many astronomy dubs, teachers, science
museOO'ls and planetariums have been taping 'STAR HUSTLER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.
QUESTION: Is there any way I can get 'STAR HUSTLER' other
than my local PBS station?

ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR HUSTLER' episodes are
fed monthly to a satellite from which all PBS stations take it for
their local programming. ~ with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-8544242. Ask for Mrs. Harper or Mr. Dishong.
QUESTION:

I am a teacher plannlrg my aJ1iaJIum and would like
several 'STAR HUSTlER' episodes In advance, but I do
not haw access 10 a satellite dish. Is there any 2br way I
can obtain 'SfAR HUSTLER'?

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the 'NOrld can obtain 'STAR
HUSTLER' episodes in advance through their NASA C.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write:NASA C.O.R.E.;
Lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Oberlin, OH. 44074.

"... one of the few writers who can
translate sotJ~hislricated disc':iplines into
the ::;(,;111:;118(.;11:;1.

If•••

the

knows how to come down from
tower and make ast,rOnl)mV

".. .1 never miss it. As someone
involved in science
I'm enthralled
with Jack Horkheimers science fact. ..
John Nathan
Executive
'Dr. Who'

Produced in
with
Miami Museum of Science &
Transit Planetarium

~

I

I

Escuela Nautica Mercante in Veracruz,
ably in mid-Mayor June 1997; dates are still
to be decided. Also, AMPAC wants to acknowledge receiving slides and news from the
Hubble Telescope.

urns

The Regional Roundup column depends
entirely on contributions that I receive from
IPS Affiliate Associations allover the world.
Please continue to contribute as you have
done before. To be sure that your text will
make it into the column, please send it so I
have it at the first day of the Planetarian
deadline month, preferably bye-mail. The
deadlines for contributions to No. 2/97 is
thus 1 April, and for No. 3/97 is 1]uly.
Thanks to Ignacio Castro, Undine Concannon, Jon Elvert, and Christine Shupla for
contributing to the Regional Roundup
Column this time. You are welcome back
wi th new reports, and I look forward to
reports from other associations as weB. Please
remember that a short note is also appreciated!

urns
Many activities took place during the
final months of 1996, amongst them a meeting with several of the Zeiss eqUipped planetariums-nine in Mexico!-with Zeiss representatives coinciding with the celebration of
Carl Zeiss 150th Anniversary. The purpose
was to review the possible solutions to maintenance problems and spare parts supplies in
the future. Also the new large dome planetariums being developed in Brazil were presented, as wen as the new Zeiss planetarium models.
When you read this, the Spring Sun Festival on 21 March is about to take place at the
Luis E. Erro Planetarium in Mexico City,
with solar telescope viewing activities. An
exhibition about comets and a program for
children about the sun will take place at the
Museo Technologico Planetarium, also in
Mexico City.
AMPAC has received an invitation from
David Falk to attend and possibly celebrate a
joint meeting with the Pacific Planetarium
Association in Los Angeles in 1998. The next
AMPAC meeting will take place at the
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Greenwich Planetarium.
National
Astronomy Week,
programmes on
the theme of Neptune were wen attended.
Marks and Spencer
supported
some programmes for secondary schools in
the autumn, at which the guest lecturer was
had an
Alex Lovell. The general
to view the partial solar
on 12 October.
Northamptonshire Mobile Planetarium The
past year has seen a continuing increase in
the use of this planetarium by local schools
and by teachers. It was also used to widen
public interest during Science and Astronomyweeks.
London Planetarium. A new show, "Planetary Quest," was launched for National
Astronomy Week. Since planets were what
the public wanted, that's what they have got
and they seem to like it. Club Scouts are
invading the planetarium
in
groups of over 300 some weekends. They see
two planetarium shows, visit Madam
Tussaud's, and spend a lot in the planetarium
and museum shops, so everyone is happy.
The outside of the planetarium dome will
undergo a temporary but striking transformation during 1997. AU will be revealed in
the next Planetarian!
Mizar Travelling Planetarium. Bob Mizon
has taken his dome out and about in
visiting several venues, plus a return visit to
Christchurch Priory, where he was a success
last June. Bob once again pointed out that
light from Rigel has been travelling for the
whole 900-year history of the
BAP Meeting 1997. This is being held at the
William Day Planetarium in the
of Plymouth. Date is still to be cOlnfirmed,
but the meeting is likely to take
May.
Finally, you are reminded the dates and
venue of IPS'98: 28 June to 2
1998 in
London.

The Day of Planetaria logo contest has been
successfully completed. The contest had
attracted thirty-seven entries by nineteen
participants from four countries. The first
was won by Genesio Treccani of
Lonato, Brescia,
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25th Nordic StarIab!
The 13th NPA
was
holm 19-20 October instead
was
The
ch;m~~ed venue reached NP A me~mt)ers
before the mt:~eting,
us few
Staffan Forsell of Cosmonova
staffs for their h01spitality
The Futures' Museum and KCISITlOraITla
Theater in ..... '""U"L.. ~
November in the presence of over
dred
invited guests.
tarian's readers will have memories
as the site of the IPS'90 ContE~reI1ce
liThe Boundless Planetarium."
Falun Science Center of Falun, \:urt>rl!An
announces its new
on
www.dalnet.sersteUa and invites
from all over the world. The center
new e-mail
steHa@dalnet.se
director Lars Broman's e-mail address
the same as before-see above!
If the 13th NP A Conference was
14th is p,../HlLUJ.III;U
Planetarians from an

jWlior
where the gymnasium will be turned
Starlab
the cOlrlfererice.

imentmD Science Center in
the 25th. Please contact Conference

Vol.

meetuuz in Reno last OctoCenter
may
tum out to be another m'l.l.tli-n~gicJn.al conference site. PP A members also voted to hold
their 1998 conference at the Los i"\jll~""I"""
in Van
14-18
October. David Falk, the conference
has also invited other
associations
in an effort to make this yet another
conference.
The PP A has established a :'l:l.lUA.CUSJrHP
fund intended for individuals to become
more involved with the PP A, such as attenda
conference. Guidelines
incl ude a written
the
recioi,ent:'s need. Letters of intent should be
addressed to Gall Chaid, PPA
IndeSchool, 1776 Educational
Park Dr., San Jose, CA 95133.
The Hubble
slide distribution is an
Contact Jon
Elvert at Lane ESD Planetarium, 2300 Leo
Harris Pkwy.,
OR 97401 for details.
Over
slides have been distributed.
Also, there is a
of
a materials distribution
with the Jet
'VI~'.U;)jU'H L,aD(Jratorv for
Cassini
and the current Mars missions. More on this
later.
The Chabot
and Science
Center in Oakland,
has broken
for its new site on 13 acres in the
Oakland hills. Several te1E~sc()pe~s. ulClud.in2:
the
Alvan Clark and their twenBrasher will form the center of the
cornpJex. In addition, COSC will install a
Zeiss Universarium Mark VIII T01'''' .... ''' .... .,; ....
starbaH
in their new 20 m tilted
Planetarium dome. An 8-70 helmi:mileric
motion
will be housed in a
separate 18 m tilted dome
as well as
their curren t 9 m dome
A3P.
a
1....,,1Jl<1Ht::H:~eI Center will accompany exhibits
and laboratories. The entire center will be
wired with fiber
and computer connections to the area schools, the Internet
and worldwide networks. The new COSC
looks forward
its doors in 1999.

SEPA welcomed Mike Chesman,
Mountain Park Planetarium, TN as President
1.
Mountain, incidencelebrated their 25th
in
1996. Kris McCall, Sudekum Planetarium
Nashville, TN, moved the
Pas~
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President, and
Fleenor,
tarium, Bradenton, FL, is President
Duncan
Planetarium,
TN, continued as
tarYrrre~asluer. and
Hare, Ash EnterBraden ton, FL, con tin ued as
Council
Terms of office
two years.
SEP A was saddened
death of two of
and very
active members. On December 7
Brown, director of the Pink Pal;ce Planetarium in
killed
when the m()torC'y'cle

a
number of
star
many of which received worldwide distribution. He was instrumental in
renovations and
of the
Pink Palace facUities and was
with
most of his
very active varioll.';; prowithin SEPA.
was 40.

u:

KY,
away at S2 years of
coml>Uc:atiorls related to diabetes that
had
for many years.
a charter member and former President
SEP A. He served the org:ani.zation
ways mc!Udin2: repres1enting SEPA
m{~etiln,g~s, clhairing a number of committees
over the years, and as Parliamentarian.
On a more cheerful note, a new 1J.I(;Ull:~{aIl
urn is scheduled to open in Orlando, Florida,
this winter. The
is housed
the new Orlando Science Center
includes an Iwerks 15/70 film
sys~a.,..''''''U II, and
automation.
wUlbeknown
Cinedome.
Dave Hostetter's A4
Laf,avette. LA,
last fall after
been closed several years ago
tural
in the bUilldi.n2:.

forward
Conference dates are June 10 tarium features Florida's first
with an
array of
effects
under a 40 foot dome. For conference information and/or
materials contact: Clint Hatchett,
and Science
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Last July, Florida's Brevard Community College hosted the International Planetarium
Society. Pictured above are some of the nearly 500 planetarians from around the
world who gathered to exchange ideas and witness America's first Minolta Infinium
Planetarium. The result was nothing less than dazzling. For more information about
the Infinium and other model projectors, call your nearest Minolta representative today.
After all, at Minolta we know that once you have seen our sky, you too will believe.
In North America:
Minolta Corporation
Planetarium Division
101 Williams Drive
Ramsey, N.J. 07446, USA
Tel: (201) 934-5347
Fax (201) 818-0498

In Japan:
Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
World Trade Center Bldg. 2-4-1
Hamamatsu-Cho
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel: 03-3435-5511
Fax 03-3435-5520

Worldwide:
Minolta Company, Ltd.
Planetarium Operations
Esaka CTS Center
2-30 Toyotsu-Cho
Suita-Shi, Osaka 564, Japan
Tel: 06-386-2050
Fax 06-386-2027

ONLY
FROM THE
MIND

OF
MI

MIN

President.s
Mess
Thomas W.
EuroPlaNet
Rumfordstr. 41
D-80469 Munich
Germany
100626,1077@compuserve.com
Greetings!
1997-what a year! Comet Hale-Bopp is
putting on its greatest show right now. Mars
will be "attacked" by alien spacecraft on US
Independence Day Quly 4th), while the
Cassini Mission to Saturn is ready for launch
later this year. Well, with all these and a lot
more highlights, I guess you already forgot
to celebrate the 10th anniversary of Supernova 1987A-Happy "Birthday!" In fact, there
are even bigger and almost magical dates we
are approaching qUickly-the years 2000 and
2001. I don't know how you feel-but to me,
the magic of 2001 is a special one. Since I first
watched Stanley Kubrick's masterpiece
200l-A Space Odyssey, the year-count "2001"
became a synonym for the future to me and
I expected something fan tastic to be happening as soon as the year-counter clicks and
advances to this magical number ....
To some extent we are obviously obsessed
with time, although we tend to think of
time as a long thin wire: Standing at one
position upon it, we look forward into the
future, and over our shoulder lies the past,
our history and the history of the universe.
In this one-dimensional continuum, it
should not matter if the "odometer" is ticking across a specific date. But our passion
with dates surely is echoing nature. The
cycles of day and night, the seasonal cycleit made humans feel they were part of a larger framework, a system devised by the gods
in the heavens.
Take for example the Mayan calendar. Its
incredibly long interlocking cycles relate
almost every aspect of their daily lives to the
sky. The Mayas even used the same word
"kin" for sun, day, time, space and motionlong before Einstein and Minkowski created
the concept of "space-time".
I get the feeling that we planetarians are
quite close to the Mayan concept of time
going round and round, with events thematically repeating themselves: We re-enchant
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the "music of the spheres" every year in our
planetarium theaters.
It is interesting, however, to note that the
term of an IPS President does not start in
synch with any major celestial eventwhereas GLPA changes presidency at the
exact moment of the March equinox and
PPA changes at the instant of Earth's perihelion passage in January.
Even devoid of such "celestial blessing" I
feel that it is the greatest honor for me to
serve you as new IPS President!

The Interlocking Team of IPS

Officers
During the last two years as President
Elect, I had the privilege of working with
and learning from some of the finest men in
our business: Jim Manning and Bill Gutsch. I
can tell you-it always was good teamwork,
together with Keith Johnson and Lee Ann
Hennig. Jim's brilliant style of formulating
the issues and Bill's great expertise and contacts made this endeavor so fruitful. Thank
you, Jim, thank you Bill! Big shoes to follow
for me! But in fact-you will still see Jim's
footprints and his great sense of humor-he
is still in the team, as Past-PreSident, and I
surely will rely on his expertise. Thank you
also, Keith, for your outstanding service as
IPS Treasurer-we are happy that you will
assist the new Treasurer during his first
months in office. A warm welcome to the
new team-mates: Dale Smith, President-Elect
and to Shawn Laatsch, our new Treasurer!
On behalf of IPS I look forward very much to
many inspiring discussions and solutions
relating to issues we are facing in the upcoming months and years. Be encouraged to
write, fax or email to me or any of the IPS
Officers! We want to make IPS better-but
can only do so with your help and support,
so take the time and send us a note if you
have suggestions, questions or problems!
When I look back two years, to the days
when Jim's term as IPS President and mine as
President Elect started, I become aware that
both pace and style of communication
between IPS officers have developed quite
dramatically since then. Communication
switched over to almost exclusive lI ema il
only". Almost every day we exchanged a
flurry of messages-between half a dozen
and a dozen messages! I was curious and
looked at my filing cabinet for 1996-1 count
up to 200 emaUs related to the IPS'96 conference in Osaka alone ... and about 150 emaUs
related to the IPS web site. It is also interesting to note that email seems to be much
more personal in style than any fax or any
snail-mailed typewritten letter. The reason
seems quite clear to me: Nobody I know of is
sending email via a secretary, who types it
Planetarian

more or less formally into her cOlmput€~r
the style of a business letter.
similar to a phone call: it has no
heads-it is the content that counts,
tent that usually is
on
at the console by the individual uu.u .. ,.........
Usually this relaxes the
many times a lot of
included.
Despite the sometimes enormous
email fillingourin-boxes.this more
style of communication is
get us still going further for you.

You
Where is the !JAC:iI.H";:I.'UIU1.H
do we want to
want to
IPS is the forum for
discussions
about these issues-and along with
low officers, I want to serve our comrnunity
so that we continue to evolve in our
sion.
My wish is, that we listen to each other
and discuss different oninionlSinsulting each other. (Sad to say, but I sometimes watched that
on Dome-L
recent months.) Remember, there is no absolute truth as to how a planetarium should be
operated and programmed! Also, we should
be aware that the planetarium never was
static, conservative medium. When the
etarium first came into being,
we know it now didn't exist and so
the topiCS dealt with spherical astronomy.
Along with the science of astronomy,
capabilities diversified; it
evolved with our understanding of the cosmos.
working at theaters
small, we should really feel blessed
able to tell the story of the stars and our own
creation-in addition to classical
like
spherical astronomy. And the evolution of
planetariums is continuing-using new techthe
nologies like the Internet-which
way, may even work much better in smaller
theaters than in larger ones. We are . . . irwH:'''' .._
ing new educational tools in
sive teaching! Each planetarium has the
potential to recreate a whole new universeand each is unique (and this is part of the
magic).
We
are in a phase of enormous
changes. New technologies like fun-dome
video will revolutionize
theaters and their way of show Pr<xiulction.
Will this be the end of the astronomer
planetarium director? Will ph:mE~talriums
turn into virtual theaters at theme
where a<;tronomy is
covered?
I wonder how much will have
",",'''THY",';

after my term as
is over.
I do
contribute in the
hope that I can
evolutionary process! Now, back to workthe focus for the next few months will be
pretty dear: New Publications
handbooks etc.), Electronic
Initiatives for the IPS Web site, access to new
resources (images, information), and IPS
Conferences 1998-2002

www
Working with the Web-Subcommittee of
the IPS Publications Committee in recent
mon ths, we have established a first step on
our way to "Electronic
IPS has a
homepage on the World Wide Web. I do
believe that
in the future will be
increasingly associated with the World Wide
forward and support
Web and so I will
during my term the creative
of this
web site in order to make it a true center for
information on and communication with
planetariums worldwide. I would like to
"open the gate" to an even much wider discussion: "How should IPS make use of the
Information Superhighway and what should
IPS offer to its members on this medium?"
This is an interesting topic-especially,
because we already have an excellent publication-the Planetarian, which also has its
own web site. However, it may weB be there
is enough momentum and interest to complement this by future web-activities. This
seems to be especially interesting in the
fields of new production techniques. What
about creating web sites for select topiCS like
"digital graphics for planetariums"? This
could include aU things from specific program and programming tips (Photoshop,
DigiDome, etc.) to animation effects. In addition, links between the IPS web site and educational activities on the web (online-projects) should be enhanced
I'd also like to see the talents of the many
young artists come forward. The great thing
about IPS is that we have such a variety of
creative people in our membership! Designers who have the experience and like to
help with the graphic design of web pages
should contact the Web-Subcommittee
(Webmaster: Tom Hocking, email to
ips@sunsite.unc.edu). As a return, the web site
could become a nice showcase for them,
demonstrating their creativity. Maybe we
can even have a special "window on art" featuring composers, musicians and other planetarium artists.
Future IPS Conferences should also
become much more accessible via www: Let
us see if we can set up
CU-CMe, web-chats and
conference
reports to anow members some degree of
interaction, even if
cannot afford to
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travel to the actual site of a conference.
Communication with some of the former
"East-block" countries in recent months
even indicated that it is sometimes much
easier to communicate and send files via
email than via standard postage (where
material
I am aware that it still is a limited number
of members who have fun access to the
WWW, but that "hardcore" of the I in IPS is a
our profession into the
great force to
next rPl'lh11l'vl

Besides NASA there are other international
organizations which
great material
in the form of slides, videos and brochures.
Talks with European organizations will
resume in the upcoming weeks. It is hoped
that we can work out agreements similar to
the one we arranged with the Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore to
us continuous access to the latest material
free of charge. I will be in Paris to meet with
officials from the
Space
and to meet officials of both Max-PlanckSociety and the
Southern Observatory (ESO) in or near Munich.
tuned
for updates in my upcoming messages.

New links: IPS

at

Following the tradition of earlier council
meetings, I thought it will be int:en~stjing
again to cross borders and interface to other
professional organizations on this planet. In
1995 IPS council was held in cOIDDlerati(]ln
with the ASTC (Association of Science and
Technology Centers) meeting in San
In 1997 we can explore the other end of the
spectrum-the entertainment world. The
council meeting will hence be held in association with the 6th International "TiLE"
Forum Uune 24th -26th) in
France, at the Palais de Congres, a modern
congress centre set in park land with Hilton
and Holiday Inn hotels close
TiLE
("Trends in Leisure and En tertainmen til) is an
international forum where
in
location-based leisure facilities from around
the world learn from and swap eXl)eflienCes
with other professionals to
their
facilities and products. Museums learn from
the experience of theme parks in attrac:tirlg
the public; urban entertainment centers discover edutainment; property developers get
new ideas for their sitesj manufacturers and
deSigners gain better understanding about
what leisure facilities really
expo organizers and concert organizers discover new
audio-visual techniques. TiLE '97 will have a
emph;asis on the pracnc:a1 ""''''"''Lntion of technological developments and the
latest ideas in design and architecture.

Planetarian

I think this forum offers
trends in leisure and see where
pO:'iition ourselves in the spectrum
Education-across Edutainment-to
tainment.
On the other hand, TiLE will
to hear and learn also from us
;n"I1nr...-t'lYH"'<> of content and where
pOSUlcm of the plane1:ari'um
discussion ;...... ,""1·,,;..,....
devoted to these issues. Since we
spectrum of institutions and
IPS-from educational school p!aneltariuIT1S
to more commercial m\lltilm~~dia-J:)1a11etari.
urns-this could even be controversial,
think it will be worth while.
IPS council will be held
reduced
TilE Uune 23rd) and a
sion fee for TiLE will be available

the
to see StI'aS!JO\ug
tarium and its great educational Doterlti'l1.
StI'aslJ01Jrg: is a beautiful medieval
the cross-roads of
with both .......... u,.<U.
and French traditions. It is served
international
and is an excellent
for visiting other
in

Be reminded that invitations to
2002 conference must be received
at the
council me,enrlg
be
Str;ast)Qlllrg. The selection will be made
council
in London. If your
would like to consider aU'''''.A.",
2002,
information on nrC)CedUlres.

To those
who love to travel
in the summer, here is another hot spot.
Planetarians from all
and
countries are invited to attend what is
ned to be the
event of 1997. Conference dates are
Rudebeck's
in central
Sweden,
YU1Hiol:l>llUU will be turned into
the conference.
among
lectures
the renowned Swedish archeoastronomer
Curt ...."''''............,

conference tour to the Experimentum
Science Center in Floda on the 25th. Please
contact Conference Chair Per Broman at fax
+46 3125 64n or e-mail per.broman@planetarium.se for more information if you contemplate attending!
Also check the IPS Web site for a complete
list of upcoming conferences!

The Ethnoplanetarian
While writing my first Presidential
Message, I am in fact in Mayan territory on
Yucatan in Mexico exploring the sites of the
ancient skywatchers and lecturing about it
on a tour to Central America. The ceremonial sites of ancient Mexico really get your
mind set for the magical side of astronomy
and our civilization. It is in fact (to me, living
in Munich at latitude +48 degrees) an emotional experience to see Orion near the
zenith, with Sirius and Canopus high up in a
dark sky, while standing next to the "Round
house"-a recently restored, possible observatory for the Mayan priests on Cozumet
I think ethnoastronomy is a great subject
for us planetarians. It is an excellent vehicle
to teach basic concepts of astronomy and it
allows us to relate the sky to real people and
show that astronomy is a relevant part of
our culture-a nice complement to astrophysics, where we can relate even the elements of our human body to the story of the
stars.
It appears to me that IPS' growing internationality allows us much easier access to
information about the "masks of the uni-

verse" in cultures around the world I was
pleased to see wonderful contributions
about ancient skylore presented by Asian
planetarians at the Osaka conference and I
.want to encourage the exchange and cooperation between IPS members in this area.
Maybe you meanwhile also received invitations mailed by Ms. Cui Shi Zhu, Director
of the Ancient Beijing Observatory in
for the "2nd International Symposium on
Astronomical Exchange Between China and
Other Countries." It will be held in the last
ten-day period of September this year to
mark the 555th anniversary of the founding
of The Ancient Beijing Observatory and the
40th anniversary of the Beijing Planetarium.
The official language for the meeting will be
English. To find out about details and costs,
contact Ms Cui ShiZhu, The Ancient Beijing
Observatory, Jian Guo Men Street, Beijing
100005, P.R. China.
I promised you that I would continue to
travel when I am serving you as President
and try meeting you at your planetarium,
and in fact, I am already doing this. My first
visits during my trip in January took me to
two well-known planetariums in FloridaBuehler Planetarium at BCC Central ".....:uUVI.4.C!l
and the Astronaut Memorial Planetarium &:
Observatory in Cocoa. Thank you, to Dave
Menke and his wonderful staff-and thank
you also, to Ian Griffin-I will fan ow up on
our conversations!

a

a conductor without an orc:he5;tra
I loved the "sound" of that orches;tra
orchestra ... it

even without C011Ql11CtOfg
""",,"·i.-olln different ...).
Thank you for the wonderful
friendship and support received
IPS
This

etarium nrr,i"'rt~
laborative exhibitions between ;)Clen<:e
Museums in
and educational
tives related to the World Wide Web.
addition I am also T.ATrwlriinO' on the epilso~des
of a whole new German PBS series on
lattinldiIlgs in astronomy.
times. As you
t1"~'U'",11na more than ever before
.rihl'A...:itU of media activities, think
and will
really offer some new
to open some new doors-for the

IPs.

Finally I a personal note
Please allow me finish with a few words

Update from Undine _'-' . . . . . , . . .
The London

on my own situation
to know what your "1st
I am sure you all know
with Munich Planetarium.
op_eratea without a director
sional scientist in
and

Make it so!

AJUl.l'V' ......

After a fairly exhaustive search of facilities suitable for a conference of 400-500,
consideration of one not even built
have now chosen the venue for this conference. We will be based at the New
Rooms, on the
of Covent Garden
for shopping and street entertainment). It is very close to the West End theatre district, and convenient for the British Museum, the
South Bank concert halls (Royal Festival & Queen Elizabeth Halls, and the Purcell
the
National Theatre,
Museum of the Moving Image. So if you are planning to bring your partner and children, there will be
for them to do while you
very young children to prc~fessional
are studying planetarium matters. On this latter subject, we don't feel that it is appropriate to
conference sessions-there are no creche facilities at the Cormaught Rooms--but it may be
to arrange hotels which have them.
A nwnber of hotels are within walking distance, and we will organise coaches to transport aeleg~Lres from the
Rooms to
the evenings in the Planetarium and back to their hotels.
We have some surprises in store for delegates this time. To the usual sessions of papers and workshops, we shall add some ...pl<~hvpl",
formal discussion panels to address some of the "big issues" of the planetarium in the modem world. We will also be
opportunity for delegates to present poster papers on topics more appropriately covered in one-to-one discussions. This is now comwe feel
mon aspect of academic conferences around the world, and we feel will add a new dimension to our
with the Millenium approaching and the accelerating advance of technology, with its inevitable
time to take stock-to question why planetaria exist, what we're really here for, and what we should be
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exploration
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an ideal first
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the sky!

graders, this is

primary school audiences. Your
program blending live interaction

presenter
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segments.
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LIFE BEYOND
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life elsewhere in our galaxy
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minutes /
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slides /
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$350

DESTINATION: UNIVERSE, OUR FUTURE
Journey into the future from a space station out to the stars.
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-38 minutes / 321 slides / $350
WORLDS

WONDER*

Investigate some of the exciting discoveries made about
the worlds in our Solar System.

825

minutes

/314

slides /

$350

8

Production Book with annotated
visual list, special effects notes,
educational materials
Soundtrack on cassette,
Dolby B, ( or dbx
Slides

Distribution, Davis

IJlnnfltrul,.m

Maryland Science
601 light Street
Baltimore,

PARTNER * SHIP'" EARTH'"
Explore our planet from its violent birth to today and
see how its wealth of resources make life possible.
Find out how we can better preserve and enjoy the
future of the world.

825

minutes /

250

slides /

$350

* Programs funded by the Westinghouse Electric (orporation
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noise reduction:

Camt)be~n was
Ke]ltucky but had been

cbs@dhdc.org

... on the engagement of former Bishop
Planetarium, Florida, Technical Director
Barnett and UK planetarian Alexandra Lovell! George and Alex met during
Alex's internship a couple of years ago at
Buehler Planetarium in Ft. Lauderdale, where
George was volunteering at the time. They
won't be getting married in a dome as there
isn't one (yet) in Leicester. On the plus side
for the American planetarian community,
George will be available to translate during
IPS '98 in London! According to Alex, this
will help Idredress the current US/UK planetarian brain drain (ie the US got both Mmti.n
Ratcliffe and Ian
two of their best
directors plus Stephen Armstrong (CCSSC) a
damn fine technician!)"
... to
Bowen (Bowen ProdUctions,
Indianapolis) whom the Great Lakes Planetarium Association has named as a Fellow
of GLPA. The honor was presented at the
GLPA Awards Banquet at the Regional
Conference meeting in Minneapolis, and
honors Jeff's contributions to the advancement of planetarium technology and program production value.

Our
The planetarium community has lost
some special members in the past few
months. I've borrowed from some of the sentiment and descriptions presented by Krls
McCall of the Sudekum Planetarium and
Jack Dunn from the Mueller Planetarium for
the fonowing:

was only 52
passed away in
when he died from complications related to
the juvenile diabetes that he had bravely
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on to serve as a n .. "f'"",,,,,"...
astronomy and director of the Hardin
Planetarium at Western. Paul was a charter
member and former
of the
Southeastern Planetarium Association. He
served SEPA in many car)acitil~s UIcl1llCliln2:
representing SEPA at NST A
chairing a committee on by-laws revisions, and as
parliamentarian. In addition to his
sional contributions, Dr.
also made
significant personal contributions to the
planetarium
More than one
new planetarian was
and encouraged by him. He spent part of his time at
conferences nurturing
his
since
enthusiasm and experience. In the
his death, several friends have commented
on how he had influenced
even if
only with a few minutes
in the hospitality suite. Paul had many interests outside of the planetarium.
induded
investigating meteor impact sites and stories,
driving and traveling, and music. Even
though he had retired, Paul attended the
SEPA conference in Nashville in June, 1996.
He still wanted to participate in and contribute to the planetarium profession.

passed away last December. As a JOIU!-lmrle
member of GPPA and one of its !Ul.uH.ler·~.
Carron had been active in
astronomy for many, many years. He was retired
from Nebraska Wesleyan
where
he taught and ran the Jensen Planetarium.
15
Carron had observed and
solar eclipses and contributed to the love of
astronomy among countless students and
members of the public. He was instrumental
in the creation of Hyde Memorial Observatory in
serving as Chairman of
Board of Supervisors for many years. He continued to serve on the Board up to the present time and his activities in behalf of
astronomy education and the
of
light pollution will be remembered
who worked with him and were affected
his sense of humor, integrity and scholarship.

long-time Director of the Pink Palace
Planetarium (now known as the
Planetarium) in Memphis, Tennessee, died
in a motorcycle accident in
December.
Godfrey, former science
coordinator at the Pink Palace Museum and
a close friend of George's, was also killed
Planetarian

raucous sense
missed

of column.)

Director at Phoenix's new plametariur,n.

ties will be working with SDI/BMDO spacebased hardware; integrating and flight testing miniature sensor technology.

The Hayden in New York City is the planetarium undergoing renovations, not the
Charles Hayden in Boston.

You Know ..•
Zinaida Sitkova (Nizhny Novgorod
Planetarium) has had some good fortune
recently after several difficult years with her
facility. Since its opening on May 30, 1948,
the planetarium occupied a beautiful building that once belonged to a church. The
building is situated at the territory of Blagoveschensky monastery, founded in 1221
simultaneously with the city. After the communists came to power, most churches were
closed, and the church building became a
planetarium. In 1989 president Yeltsin ordered the return of all churches to their former
owners. As a result, the planetarium is now
situated inside the monastery which lives by
its own laws, practically as a separate state.
The city administration initiated attempts to
move the planetarium to another place, but
there were no suitable empty buildings in
the city. The city dwellers tried to defend the
planetarium from destruction. Their governOf, B. E. Nemtsov, received the letter of support signed by thousands of people. Numerous friends of the planetarium, both in
Russia and abroad (including Jim Manning,
Thomas
and Bill Gutsch) also sent
the letters of support. Now an interesting
project of a new planetarium building with
15-meter dome is being considered The new
planetarium is to be situated at the opposite
side of the river Oka The construction cost is
close to $1.5 miHion. Nemtsov has already
given a half of the necessary sum!
Three Swedish planetarians have recently
received each a large grant from the Swedish
Textbook Writers Association: Per Broman
(Broman Planetarium, Goteborg-Angered)
for his book Mathematics with Graph Drawing Calculators and Lars Broman and Aadu
Ott (Stella Nova Planetarium, Falun, and
Broman Planetarium) for their book The
Scientific World View. Anyone interested in
publishing the books in another language
may contact the authors. Congratulations!
Laserists from far and wide continue to
praise the Programming Department of Laser
Fantasy for the remarkable "Laser Smashing
Pumpkins" show. In appreciation, a group of
venue Operations Managers organized by
John
(Indianapolis) got together
to produce the first ever "Screaming HeNe"
award in recognition of the programming
team's artistic achievement.
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Bowen (Bowen Productions, Indianapolis) and his staff have been busy, and
things don't look Hke they'll slow down
soon. They've completed an original score
for Abrams Planetarium in Michigan, a
major upgrade of the Saunders Planetarium
in Tampa Florida, and a variety of projects
for the new Cinedome Theatre at Orlando,
Florida Bowen Productions has also accepted
a contract to produce three original shows
this spring for the new Northern Lights
Interpretive Center in the Canadian Yukon
Territory. These will be the first programs to
be produced for the new Spitz Electric Sky
immersive video system.
Participants to the International Planetarium Directors conference (Budapest-ViennaPrague> received a first-hand view of it's brilliant fiber-optic starfield last fall (According
to IPS President Thomas Kraupe, IPOC really
happened in style: participants were invited
to the legendary Vienna Opera to see
Puccini's Turandot - "Nessun Dorma" ...
nobody asleep there, you can be sure!)
Bernd Loibl and his staff at Wolfsburg
Planetarium (Germany) reopened last
October with the world's first StarMaster (a
compact fiber-optic star projector). Things
have been busy in Germany; Hans Meinl's
Zeiss-Planetarium Jena also reopened with
the first ever Mark VIII Projector last fall. I've
also heard that Christine Hogl's harp music
was on tour in several planetariums in
Germany and was very successful.
Last December, the Planetarium of Pamplona, the Planetarium at "Casa de Las
Ciencias" in Corunna, the Planetarium at
"Parque de las Ciencias" in Granada and the
Planetarium of Madrid opened a new show
named "Martian Chronicles". It was the first
time a planetarium show was presented to
the public simultaneously at 4 pJ;:mt:~taJrla.
The work was directed by Javier E. Armentia
(Planetario de Pamplona, Navarra,
and induded a collaboration of over 2,000
people (absolutely true: more than 2.000
children sent their pictures of a Martian, and
100 of them have been selected for the
show).
Last fall,
Moroney (Oklahoma City)
gave a concert of Native American Star
Stories at Cohokia Mounds-a state
in
Illinois at the site of one of the great Mound
Cultures. They "huddled" <translate froze)
under the stars ... er ... bright Moon - (dang!)
will be offering a workshop on
telling in March at the Santa Fe Community
College; Suzanne Chippendale (SFCC, Santa
Fe) wanted to give Lynn the "6 hours she
needed to do this right."
Bow Walker (Hudnall Planetarium, Tyler
Texas) has created a great web page for
SW AP! The URL address is: http://www
.tyler.cc.tx.us/SWAP /.
Planetarian
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effective Starlab
teacher
and rental program which
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a
from the Merck Institute
Science Education, RVCC owns two
Starlabs and has trained over
teachers in
hands-on
These teachers then
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Equal parts light and dark, rejoicing and
solemnity comprise this equinoctial column.
The death of Dr. Carl Sagan in December
took an inspiring writer and scientist from
us. Richard Monda sent a review of Sagan's
book The Demon-Haunted World, and we
offer it here. At the same time, Comet HaleBopp continues to draw the
interest
to astronomy and to our planetariums, and
there's a review of Levy's The Quest for
Comets to celebrate.
What's your favorite comet book? Send
the title and let's see what's popular among
the planetarium readership. Better yet, send a
short review, and see your name in
Many thanks to the reviewers for this
issue: Pam Eastlick, Thomas Frantz, Cynthia
Hever, Jon Hodge, Carrie Meyers, Richard
Monda, Stephen Rider, Art Russell, and Steve
Tidey.

Starwalk, edited by
Simon, Morrow
Books,
WilHam Morrow and Company, Inc. 1350 Ave. of the
Americas, New York NY 10019,
1995, ISBN 0-688-11887-9, $15.00
(hardcover)
Reviewed by Carrie Meyers, Longway Planetarium, Flint, Michigan, USA.
"This book is a collection of poetry and
photographs about stars and space," writes
the author. He goes on to describe his intention in placing certain space images next to
poetry. One should try to, "[read] each poem
slowly and [look] at the accompanying photograph for a long while. Allow the words of
the poem and the shapes and colors of the
photograph to swirl together in your mind"
Poetry is not the first art to be teamed up
with stargazing. Remember the rendering of
a galaxy's radio noise into a CD of new age
music? We sometimes take liberties with art
to accomplish our purposes. We may not aU
be Shelleys of the Dome, but many of us wax
poetic in our descriptions of the sky. The liberties taken in this book, however, made me
sQlleamish. The author "poeticized" some
prose by Thoreau, seemingly for inclusion to
the book.
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But that's a philosophical
and
doesn't negate the book's appeal. It was
designed to inspire "young scientists and
artists," (i.e. people who like poetry and like
the stars and think it's neat to put them in
the same book). I'm a romantic at heart, so I
suspended rationality and tried to get Zen. I
did manage to lose myself while reading this
excerpt from Elizabeth Coatsworth's "The
Pleiades:"
Why is one star loved and not another?
What magic is there in this little cluster
To hold the human spirit
from generation to generation?
Unfortunately, the accompanying image
didn't 'Iswid" for me. There was a little black
blob on one of the stars. And it wasn't pixelshaped Uke the rest of the extremely blownup photo. Some other photos were grainy
and overblown. There were a few lovely
images, and Mr. Simon collected a thoughtful sample of astronomy-related poetry.
When I first got the book, I paged through,
knowing I'd find Diane Ackerman and Walt
Whitman. After I satisfied my presumptions,
I found the Letter from Caroline Herschel
(1750-1848) by Siv Cedering. It stuck with me.
It begins,
William is away, and I am minding
the heavens.
Sometimes when I am alone
in the dark, and the universe reveals
yet another secret, I say the names
of my long-lost sisters, forgotten
in the books that record our science Did you know that Hildegard
proposed a heliocentric universe
300 years before Copernicus? that she
wrote of universal gravitation
500 years before Newton? _
Now you've probably spent more time
reading this review than it will take for you
to leaf through the book to decide if it
appeals to you. If you are interested in a
slightly more comprehensive book with
astronomical poetry, try Sky Phenomena
Norman Davidson, Lindisfame Press ISBN 0940262-56-8. The back section has some tasty
selections, and the rest of the book is a useful
tool for activities and explanations of
phenomena.

Stairway to the Stars: The Story of
the World's Largest Observatory,
by Barry Parker, Plenum Publishing, 233 Spring Street, New
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York, New York, 10013-1578,
306-44763-0,344 pages,
L. Rider, Sy;na~~sttlesila
Reviewed by
Edutainment Productions, Munich,
many and by Steve
York, USA.

(editors note: Both Mr. Rider and
send reviews of
to the
reviews have been edited into one V.I..I.!;;;.1.11".,.)
This
story of the world's
which says it an,
ning author has cmnoiJed a weU-rese:arc:he:d
history of the domes atop Mauna
Hawaii. As observatories go, this
thing of a young upstart, as the first dome
appeared on the extinct volcano
recently as the
60's. By all accounts,
view one has of the heavens there
passed by any other ground-based observatory. Perched on the highest peak in the Pacific
at 4,205 meters (13,796
the observatories
are blessed with remarkable
unmatched transparency. The
that even those who are wen
with the constellations are
by the
of stars one can see from
In
of the behemoths found at Mauna
Kea today it is perhaps
to note
that the first telescope placed there was 32
centimeter (12 and a half-inch) reflector
1964. It was the brainchild of Gerard
then head of the Lunar and
Institute at the
of Arizona.
Dr. Parker then
almost
time
the Keck I tel~~scc)pe
reader will
intended
of his book.
to lose its focus as Parker covers such
and
topics as stress-mirror polishing,
active support systems, adaptive
and
iht·erjrenTrnletl~v I wouldn't be the least surif most readers resorted to skimrnirlg
this section and, against the author's intention, left with a rather distasteful view of the
role
politics has to
era
science.
The text moves through the de've](JPIneI1t
of some of the
instruments,
the Canada-Prance-Hawaii
James Clerk Maxwell
United Kingdom Infrared
Parker
goes on to describe the various offices in Hilo
and Waimea which oversee the
of
the various telescopes. We
arrived astronomers as
prepare
their observation run. The author
give the reader a feel for what it's
drive up to the mid-level facilities at
Pohaku and then on to the summit.

The unique landscape, the sometimes surprising weather and climatization considerations all lead to a since of adventure. Reaching the summit, we get the opportunity to
visit each of the control rooms and experience the subliminal thrill of data collection. Romantic views of solitary astronomers
hanging all night in the cage at the primary
focus while the temperature drops to inhumane levels are not entertained here. Today's
astronomer, one discovers, sits comfortably
in the warm control room staring at television monitors and then, only when he can't
oversee his observation run remotely from
office or home. And there are some amusing
stories about how the thin air at 4,200
meters (13,800 feet) can bring out strange
behaviour in some visitors.
The author includes some nice biographies of many astronomers who have
worked at the site over the years, and for
such an overtly American observatory it was
encouraging for this reviewer that so many
British astronomers kept cropping up!
The second half of the book is taken up
with a skilled beginners guide to cosmology,
black holes, star life-cycles and other topics
that the work of these telescopes touches
upon. This helps to put into context the
obvious enthusiasm and dedication of the
astronomers on site.
The reader is brought right up-to-date
with the design controversy of the Gemini
telescopes under construction, the work
done by the 10-metre Keck I instrument, and
the high expectations for the discoveries it
will no doubt make when it is twinned with
Keck II, under construction a few yards
away.
In such a fast-paced field as astronomical
research, this book can onI y provide the
reader with a somewhat outdated perspective on the observatories and the research
undertaken there. In general, Parker suffers
from trying to appeal to two separate audiences, and in the process he lacks the necessary focus to satisfy either. Readers will certainly understand that this book was written
to justify Parker's five month sabbatical from
academia. It is also quite certain that they
will appreciate how enjoyable this experience was for him.
This is very much a book for the committed astronomy enthusiast.

West's Great Ideas for Teaching
Astronomy, Second Edition,
edited by Stephen M. Pompea,
West Publishing Company, 610
Opperman Drive, P.O. Box
64526, St. Paul, MN, 55164-0526,
1994, ISBN 0-314-03509-5, $11.50.
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Reviewed by Cynthia M. Hever, Star Site
Planetarium, Tucson, Arizona, USA.
As many planetarians would agree that
anyone involved in the teaching of astronomy is open to creative and practical ideas for
enhancing presentations. Whether for the
planetarium medium, an astronomy workshop, or general lecture, this little gem of a
book is a good resource for ideas.
The book is a compilation of tested techniques from a wide range of astronomy educators. Although the book is aimed at college
level astronomy lectures, many of the ideas
can be adapted to a wide range of presentations including the graphical content of a
planetarium show.
The book consists of fifteen chapters on
various topics including 41The Sunil, "The
Moon and Eclipses", and "Galaxies and
Cosmology". Found under each chapter
heading are various contributions from educators for teaching a specific concept. The
last chapter of the book consists of a resource
list for teaching astronomy.
While not all of the ideas presented may
have practical use for a planetarian, nevertheless the book is an informative, eniiovahlle
and fun read for anyone involved in teaching astronomical concepts.
As the editor Stephen M. Pompea states in
the opening chapter "Perhaps this book may
help us remember how much fun astronomy is and is to teach." Creativity abounds
here.

The Binocular Stargazer: A beginner's Guide to Exploring the
by Leslie C.
Kalmbach
Pu bUshing Co., 21027 Crossroads Circle, Waukesha, Wisconsin, 53187, 1995 ISBN 0913135-25-9 $19.95
Reviewed by Thomas E. Frantz, University of
Wisconsin Fox Valley Planetarium, Menasha,
Wisconsin
There's an ongoing public mi.scc)llc:epUon
that you need a telescope to stargaze. The
result is that many people don't use the
binoculars they probably already have at
their disposal for an application other than
observing wildlife or their neighbors activities. The Binocular Stargazer is an updated and
re-released book formerly published as Leslie
Peltier's Guide to the Stars that encourages
new applications for nature lovers. Kalmbach indicates the original 1980s book has
been updated to include new astronomical
information, improved maps, and new
appendices.
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The book is written in
hensible
for the OW:1Qllng astronloOler.
Pel tier takes care to infuse his enthl1siiasrn,
love of
and person.al aIlec~jotles
with easily understood eXIJlaJnatiOils
nomical
Inel uded is advice

enjoyable U;""Uy;,,.Uy e:Kpe~rieJnct:~s.
Peltier takes the conventional aDt)ro,lch
dividing the annual
hig~hllightinlgthepn)mllne~n

devoted to seasonal skies. Peltier
the int·lOort'ctincr
or Messier
objects which may be on the
vation for those with average

id(;~ntifi~!s

""u,,,";(yht

line tir<HATilrHI'
charts to
patrons, I aD1Dn~ci,lte
the dot-line outlines of the corlste~llations on
pages with the same
true to Hfe
of what you
see. This format results in easy
fer of the outline of the constellation
rep,res:en:tatilon of a more natural
The illustrations could be imnu)ved

ners).
Peltier's title doesn't allude
one quarter of the book which deals
meteors, comets, and
favorite for De$~mnerS--trlle
the on~~oirlg
no,thilng of a more recent nature.
The final quarter of the book ....".... ,....... '"
aPlJerlQiICeS of recommended resources
further reading; a pcc)mm<:iation
caBed a "dictionary" but isn't); a list
twenty
stars; and an appellalX
constellations and celestial
spaces
for nOTf'-TaKllnp".
While not as cornp:rehem;ive
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The Artful Universe by John D.
Barrow, Oxford University
Press, New York, 1995, ISBN 019-853996-7.

AU in all, while I cannot accept aU of the
author's contentions, Barrow's book is an
enjoyable and thought-provoking one, and a
great resource for anyone in as diverse a field
as ours.

Reviewed by Jon Hodge, Santa Monica
College Planetarium, Santa Monica, California, 90405, USA.
Picture a buffet table set with dozens and
dozens of tasty hors d'oeuvres, some exotic,
some homestyle, some spicy, some bland,
some hot, some cold, some new, some old
favorites, of varied ethnic cuisines from
across the globe. The question at the end of
an evening of this delightful variety is: Did it
all add up to a satisfying meal? Did the range
of the samples make up for the lack of a
main course?
British astronomy professor and cosmologist John Barrow sets out to show how our
mental and emotional universe is the product of our physical universe. His central thesis is that the structure of our universe
imprints itself on the totality of human
experience and expression to a depth and
breadth that most of us cannot begin to
understand It is an evocative concept and to
support it Barrow summons up what must
be literally hundreds of patterns of influence
in a variety of fields.
Chapter Four, "the heavens and the Earth",
is the most relevant to our interests. The
material covered is pretty standard stuff for
most planetarians: astronomical objects and
motions and their effect on our language,
culture and worldview. Seasons, tides, precession, and the calendar are all examined historically and competently. Concerning the
constellation patterns, Barrow accepts the
theories of Michael Ovenden and Archie
Roy, placing the origin of the classical Greek
patterns in Minos about 2,500 Be Lastly, he
speculates on the controlling influence of
the Sun's light output on our visual perception and sense of color symbolism in culture
and art.
If this sounds like a re-write of Lord Kenneth Clark's Civilization a'la James Burke's
Connections, that is precisely how much of
Artful Universe seemed to me. Some of the
"connections" are clearly and cleverly established Others seem quite dubious.
I was charmed on first skimming The
Artful Universe by the author's playful adoption of familiar literary titles as sub-chapter
titles: "Gravity's rainbow: the fabric of the
world", "Of mice and men: life on Earth",
liThe man who was Thursday: the origins of
the week", etc. Barrow is a fine writer with a
good sense of the beauty of wen molded
words and sentences. His style is imaginative,
enjoyable and very literate.
Vol.
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shift of life patterns.

The Quest for Comets, An Explosive Trail of Beauty and
Danger, By David H. Levy, Plenum Press, 233 Spring Street,
New York, N.Y. 10013-1578,
ISBN 0-306-44651-0,$23.95.

Reviewed by Art Russell, Atlanta, Georgia,
USA.
Reviewed
Why review this book, published in early
1994, over two years after the fact? Quite
simply, because with it David Levy provides
the layman with a basic understanding of
one of the forces that may have shaped our
own evolutionary past and may weB shape
our future as well. Moreover, as 1997 opens,
we have seen one good comet, Comet Hyakutake 2, and have an offering waiting to
make its appearance, Comet Hale-Bopp.
The Quest for Comets stands ready to educate an audience eager to discover comets
anew. At first glance, it seems addressed to
those who want to learn a little bit about
comets from one of the more recognizable
amateur comet hunters and co-discoverer,
with Gene and Carolyn Shoemaker, of 1994's
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9. Moreover, The
Quest for Comets appears to focus on man's
changing view of comets, starting with his
early superstitious fear and tracing the evolution of our understanding to recognition
of them as minor members of the solar sys-

tem
However, the main focus of the book
seems to be the efforts of Gene Shoemaker,
whose identification of the true nature of
the Meteor Crater in Arizona ultimately led
to a theory of species extinction due to a
comet impact some 65 million years ago. If
true, this cometary event may account for
the spread of mammalian life and "1t·;n1.,,,t .... hr
the evolution of man.
More recently, Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9
and the discovery of sun-impacting comets
suggests that rather than a prehistoric curiosity of some remote importance, comet
impacts are regular events to which all bodies within the solar system are subjected
odically.
Given this premise, we may observe each
new comet as it approaches with a new sense
of wonder. Perhaps we can once again appreciate the historical nature of comets as
agents of change. Levy's argument suggests
that maybe our prescientific forebearers had
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of
attempts to
apparently makes up 90+% of the universe.
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didates for dark matter cmnposition.
One
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and new theories are pr~esE~nteG
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page is
ashamed to admit it, but
mathematical \;;\.II.!ClI.IVAA;)
inclig~~sti.on (as in, I can't
liner notes on the back cover say "A very
readable introduction to the
aspects of modem cosmology".
found that the text of The Hidden Universe
was
at the upper limits of my
science" tolerance level. I admit I learned a
great deal about the
but it did
like a reading asSignment for a gralGUate
inar class chaired
a ,...,,,,.·tirl1lc>
professor.
The IIReadership" is also listed in the
notes and the target audience for the book
"Astronomers, "' .. +..r.,.... h·""l.... l<"+"
physicists, space scientists. Unlde'fglradluates
and postgraduates in the .:n...J' . . .
astronomers"
feel that for Undel~gr'ldllat~~s
and Amateur Astronomers, there are
on the market that cover the same
matter and are a little easier to read. Unless
_L.:> . . . . HHHLL....

you have need of the formulas, or you're
into stretching your mind, I'd leave The
Hidden Universe to the rest of the listed readership.

World Book's Young Scientist:
Space Technology, by World
Book Inc. World Book Inc., 525
W. Monroe, Chicago, IL, 60661,
USA, 1995, ISBN 0-7166-6309-Q.
(No price listed)
Review by Pam Eastlick, Planetarium
Coordinator, University of Guam Planetarium, Mangilao, Guam, USA
Although there is no grade level listed, this
large format, hardback book appears to be
for upper elementary and middle school levels (fourth through eighth grade would be
my guess). The book is arranged in 27 twopage spreads (in a 64 page book, 10 pages are
'lost' to the title pages, glossary, and index).
Each two-page spread treats a different subject. These subjects include such titles as
"Looking at the Earth", "Orbits", IILight Telescopes", IISpace Stations" and liThe Daytime
Sky" among others.
The subjects jump around quite a bit; liS tar
Islands", about galaXies, is immediately followed by "The Solar System". However, most
subjects have a small box that contains a
green ball (significance unexplained) and the
text "Find out more by looking at pages ...."
The subject liThe Moon" for instance, directs
the reader to the pages containing the subjects liThe Laws of Space" and "Going to the
Moon". The box in II Effects of Space Travel"
directs the reader to the subject "Training the
Astronauts",
Each subject has diagrams and pictures
that augment the text. IIOther Telescopes"
has drawings of the VLA and the Hubble
Space Telescope. "Communications and
Tracking" has a picture of Mission Control in
Houston and a drawing of the TDRS satellite.
IIRocky Bits and Pieces" has a painting of a
comet and a picture of Barringer Crater (a
close-up that includes a viewing platform).
There are also eight activities in the book
although they are not listed separately either
in the table of contents or in the index. They
incl ude instructions for making a scale
model of the Earth and the Sun, for drawing
an ellipse using a string and two thumbtacks
and how to make a rough model of the Big
Bang by making black marks on an uninflated balloon.
There is a disclaimer on the copyright
page that reads 41 Activities that have this
warning symbol (a triangle with an exclamation point inside) require some adult supervi-
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sion". Although none of the included activities has the symbol, one of
called
"Rocket Fuel" probably should have one.
Several teacher friends I consulted said that
this one should definitely have adult supervision
A definite plus is that the information in
Young Scientist: Space Technology is up-to-date
and accurate. I especially appreciate the
many references to the space accomplishments of the former Soviet Union. In the
subject "The Starry Heavens" there is a star
chart of southern hemisphere skies, a comparative rarity in a book produced in the
United States (and appreciated by those of us
who live where we can see them).
There are a couple of drawbacks, however.
All the subjects have several terms in boldface type. Terms in boldface are usually
defined in a glossary, but fewer than half of
the boldface terms appear in the glossary of
this book. If you are buying Young Scientist:
Space Technology for a library or a young person, you might want to be sure there's a good
dictionary handy.
And in these times of political correctness,
I still find that the second disclaimer in the
copyright page offensive. It reads "The quest
to explore the known world and to describe
its creation and subsequent development is
nearly as old as mankind. In the Western
world, the best-known creation story comes
from the book of Genesis. It tells how God
created the earth and all living things.
Modern religious thinkers interpret the
Biblical story of creation in various ways.
Some believe that creation occurred exactly
as Genesis describes it. Others think that
God's method of creation is revealed
through scientific investigation.
Scientist presents an exciting picture of what
scientists have learned about life and the
universe."
Although I realize that statements like this
are thought to make science more palatable
to fundamentalists, (and therefore to sen
more books) I seriously doubt that many
Sunday School pamphlets have a disclaimer
in the front that says "Scientists think it
pened this way". I am truly sorry that a
major book publisher like World Book feels
that it must include a statement like this in a
science book for young people. I guess the
Monkey trial isn't as far away as we thought
it was.
I recommend this book for the accurate
up-to-date information it contains. The
draWings, diagrams and pictures are very
good and the text is easy to read. Before I
give it to my niece however, I think I'm
going to rip out the page with the disclaimers.
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Science as a Candle
Carl
Random
201 East 50th Street6
New
19956
394-53512-X $25.95.
Reviewed
tady Museum and
tady, New
USA.

Sciences and Director of the Lalom'at()cy
~1~npt~l"v Studies at
Dr.
constructed an oultstalfldiing
aUy useful for those of us who have
the media to debunk charlatans-the

Thing,"
personal
He encounters
driver who has an exuberant
ence but has

to the driver. He goes on to lament
somehow the real scientific establishment
has let this gentleman down.
Throughout the book, Sagan echoes
thoughts of Thomas Jefferson, that
tence of a democratic society relies
critical
of its .... ALl''''' ........
understand, debate and resolve issues.
In
critical
skills
theme of this book and abundant eX<JLmlJles

tnr'ou,~n an
dence, and
each affirmation with
sol ution. There is also a
which deals
thoroughly with critical
skiHs applied to pS)rCf:lOana!
---------J to alien abduction "victims" and
how some alien abduction
been
misled
their patlenlts.
There is also a commentary on the
science education in the United States. This
rh:lnt,pr contains remarks written
school students in response to one of
Parade articles on the same ~UUIIO;:\"L.
remarks would be hilarious if one didn't
sider that these students are the future
country.
is
A sampling of the opinions of
included with
to how
feel about
science te<llclJlin:~,
system in
LAU.UA"'E;

Well, hows Comet Hale-Bopp doing? This
is the time when we should know if it will
live up to expectations. That's assuming, of
course, that the giant alien spaceship alleged
to be orbiting it some months ago (which
the aliens cleverly disguised as a background
star) hasn't steered the comet into a collision
course to provide us with a rather nasty day
of cosmic reckoning.
Ah, comet fever! Now what did I do with
those comet pills left over from Halley's last
visit?
As we all try to inject some science and
reason into the public mind, and help it to
enjoy what we aU hope will be a lovely,
bright apparition in the sky, and
that
such current events will inspire more in terest in looking up, you might check out this
installment's first item-which deals with
comets and a great deal more.
11- ....... " . " ................

to

I've recently had an
to examine an interactive CD-ROM caned
wi tness Encyclopedia of
and the
Universe" distributed by DK Multimedia, 95
Madison Avenue, New
New York
10016, telephone 212-213-4800, fax 212-2135240, e-mail: dkmm@phantom.com. The
product is subtitled "the ultimate interactive
gUide to space," and it comes as dose as any
of the genre that I've seen.
The CD-ROM, upon loading,
a
menu screen dressed up as an antique corner
of some astronomer's office, filled with astronomical instruments, drawers,
and
other gadgets labeled with menu choices. A
mere click on anyone of them sends you
delving into some aspect of astronomy and
space.
There's a "Star Dome" selection which
offers a changeable view of the
sky
operated through a set of controls at the bottom of the screen. You can select your location via a map of the world, choose a date,
and pick a direction and time in which to
view the sky as if seen through the viewscreen of a spaceship. The stars are colorcoded and fainter stars can be removed or
added. You can add constellation lines and
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labels, bright star labels, solar system and
deep sky objects (also with labels), and slowly let time pass as the
view is up,dalted
periodicall y.
But the Star Dome
scratches the surface of the CD-ROM. There's also a wealth of
information on almost any astronomical
topiC you can think of (comets included),
with ample sections on the solar system,
stars and galaxies, cosmology, the history of
astronomy, astronomical hardware (from
telescopes to rockets and space probes), space
technology, the space race and space missions, brief biographies of scientists and
astronauts, activities Ganding a lunar module and assembling and launching rockets),
and multiple-choice space quizzes.
The subject areas are written in dear, simple, accurate prose, and much of the text
(80,000 words of it, according to the accompanying press release) can be heard as wen as
read by selecting audio icons. The topiC presentations are liberally laced with excellent
diagrams and up-to-date images (induding
many from Hubble). Video sequences (30 in
all) and some wonderful animations (50 in
all) include accompanying narrative and are
effective in helping to illustrate and
the topics. There are highlighted
words
for which definitions and explanations are
offered, icons to dick on which elaborate on
aspects of the subject matter, maps of the
planets to explore, and cross-referenced links
to related material within the data base.
There's lots to do here: you can eXI)lolre
the night sky over a period of 10,000 years,
rotate an image of the moon to see its far
side, listen to Sputnik's beeps, witness a space
shuttle launch, fly over the surfaces of Venus
and Mars, watch animations of star and solar
of
system formation, enjoy small
space images, brush up on the
of
rocketry and space technology, refer to facts
and figures on the planets, examine models
of the shuttle, Saturn V, and Mir, watch a
comet's tail grow and shrink (in
diagrammatic form) as it loops around the sunand lots more. The product includes a
file, a key word search utility, and a "Read
Me" file describing solutions for the most
likely problems a user may encounter.
I'm very impressed
this
it's a
feast for the eyes as wen as the mind. It's colorful, deanly and attractively designed, easy
to use, and loaded with good information
and images.
My only quibble lies with the Star Dome
portion, where it seemed to take a long time
to get the sky to do things on the Macintosh
Performa 575 on which I previewed the CDROM. Perhaps more computing power
would have helped. On the whole, the Star
Dome was adequate (and was nicely
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elsewhere.
The rest of the CD-ROM

crannies to be eX}Jlored
of information to be discovered
The
of
Universe" is a wonderful ....... '"'rh.rt
can recommend very
for
and the classroom (but for
room or other use, be mindful of
caveats of no rent or lease for
formance or
on more
screen at a time). The estimated retail
$39.95 US.
and is :mru:~est(~d
for Grades 4 and up (which seems apt:)r01Priate). A "Lab Pack"
five
CD-ROM has an estimated retail
$119,95 U.s.
The CD-ROM is available for
intosh
include an
Macintosh with 25 MHz 68LC040 nrclcp~:"or

card, aounle-~"nf'p(1
(256
Windows 3.1).
This CD-ROM is
Dre)(1 UlCts offered

....uaj;:,AUUM numerous inventions
and mechanical devices and looks "'''''l .. ,"'-

related to animal appearance,
habitats on CD-ROM with ac<:ornp:an'vinlg
books and materials.
For more information on the
and the Universe" or other
VU'I.U.. L;», contact Alida Hanson,
Mar.k4;~tinlg Mlanage:r, at the above
nmnber (extension 218).
DK Multimedia is a Su[)Sl(Uary

WCZE 8PS, tele~ph(me

171-75l-3564, e-mail: dkmm@DKMM.
C;p.qk. Products are distributed worldwide through a network of selfemployed distributors, and many are
'available in an aS50,rtro.ent of languages, or will be soon. Check with
either the New York or the London
offices for more infonnation on a dis~
tributor near you.

topic offered free of charge; the book
Aurora Borealis-the Amazing Northern
Lights" by Syun-Ichi Akasofu (director of
the Geophysical Institute and an expert
on the aurora) for $10.45 U.S. In(:::J.UOlTIQ'
postage and handling; another book
called "The Aurora Watchers Handbook"
(no price given); and the aforementioned
pamphlet "Understanding the Aurora"
for $125 each, induding postage and handUng, for quantities under ten, and $1
each for quantities OVer ten. Four sets of
five slides each are also obtainable, at a
cost of $3.10 u.s. per set including postage
of
and handling; the sets display
auroral colors and forms, and include a
set (Set D) of the aurora seen from earth
orbit, most of which I'd not seen before.
This is good stuff for your gift
and for the classroom, as we crawl out of
the latest solar minimum and the aurora
becomes more prevalent again in the
years to come.
And if that's not enough, there's also a
set
1997 aurora calendar and a
available from International Color
Graphics Corporation, 209 N. 41st Street,
Seattle, Washington 98103 USA, telephone 206-783-5990, fax 206-441-7432, email: aurora@speakeasy.org, web site:
http://www.speakeasy.org/auroras. The
calendar shots were taken by photographer David Parkhurst from Alaska, and
are all quite beautiful.
The calendar sens for $13 US. inside the
U.S. plus $3 shipping and handling, and
for $16 outside of the US. plus $6
and handling. The poster set includes a
montage of three images by Parkhurst
and an intriguing panoramic print shot
by LeRoy Zimmerman, for a combined
price of $19.95 US. plus $5 shipping and
handling. All items are appropriately
packaged for shipping, and you can save
$5 by ordering both calendar and poster
set. Wholesale prices will be quoted on a
request for volume purchases.
The calendar information arrived
much too late to be included in my
December column, but there are still
nine months left in the year as you read,
and the posters are not dated and are
quite lovely. For more information or to
order, contact International Color
GraphiCS as given above.
$I

The Aurora Revealed
One topic that doesn't seem to be
covered in the above-mentioned CDROM is the aurora. But if you need a
good audiovisual reference, I've got
one for you.
Late last fall, on a visit to tbe University of Alaska Museum in Fairbanks, I
came across an excellent 30-minute
Videotape called "Aurora Explained"
It's a product of the Aurora Color Television Project managed by· the Geophysicallnstitute at the University of
Alaska-Fairbanks, one of the foremost
research institutions on high-latitude
SCience-including the aurora-in the
world.
The tape does a masterful job of
explaining the aurora in simple and
concise terms using everyday analogies-covering its cause, its colors, its
forms, and its "behaVior. And the video
features breathtaking auroral images of
various colors and fonns, changing and
undtllating in real time, filmed with a
special Wide-field" ultra-sensitive viqoo
camera My copy.came padaged with
a small 22-pag.e pamphlet entitled
. "Understanding the Auroral' which
reinforced the information provided in
the videotape, plus a color postcard
whose reverse side is an order form for .
. ordering more copies of this tape and
another called "Aurora," 27 minutes of
auroral image'S set to symphonic
music. "Aurora Explained~' is licensed
for home and school use only.
Both aurora .iapes~ell for S20 U.S.
plus $4 each for shipping (both . US. and
foreign) or $4 shipping for two tapes.
They are offered in VHS NTSC format,
with PAL format also available at the
same price on .request. For more information or to order, contact the Aurora
Color Television Project, Geophysical
Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775 USA,
telephone 907-474-7644. Or contact the
University of Alaska Museum, P.O. Box
756960, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775, telephone 907-474-7505.
Additional materials are available: a
two-page selected bibliography on the
48

Native American References
As we deal with the science of the
in our programs and activities, we also

often deal with the culture of the
in
the form of sky lore and concepts from
the world's peoples. I've recently become
aware of a new ethnography on the
Planetarian
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Crow Indians of the northern
of the
U.s. called The Stars We Know: Crow Indian
L4/I!:W'''Y.), written
and available from Waveland
Press, Inc., P.O. Box 400, !.J1I"r'~n,""ri- H<>,;CfI,h~
minois 60070 USA, teH;;:pn~Dne
This softbound, .f.;·· ...... " ...
with black-and-white phot()gTapllS

Reservation in Montana with "information
on how Crow
view and interact with
the cosmos, to show them that their culture's view of the world is as valid as that
the Euro-American/' in the words of the
author. It's an excellent reference on Crow
Indian
concepts and how
were (and
are)
into Crow life.
The stories and siglni:l:jlcaJlce
told thr~DUg:h
Hon
the author to illustrate the
importance of the
as a
and
indicator of seasons, and as a source of
lessons and
for Ufe on earth and for
cul tural life of the
Crow COllCe:Pts

and even comets, meteors and the auroraare
with care taken to describe
their cultural
The Stars We
Know not only offers
alternative
views and stories of familiar stars and
constellations, but
the context
which allows these
concepts to be
regar(lea with
and respect for
who fashioned them into
and
world view on
of Montana and northern

.. VIJAU, .. U . . U ........

ac(~uaintan,:e who is
of
on Native American
lore and
an
arcnaleoalstrofliornlY told me that the book
didn't contain much that he found to be
new, but to have so much authentic information with
context unified in
one volume is a boon for those of us who
seek
references for Native American
astronomy. The volume increases its value
with a foreword
Claire R. Farrer of California State
<author of a book on
Mescalero
which
includes references to a number of other fine
books on the
concepts and ethnoastronomy of Indian
an extensive reference list of additional sources of Crow star
and a
Farrer which
on passages in the book to
suggest activities and to ask m(:m~~m-prOVOKquestimls which reinforce concepts and
create links from Crow culture to one's own.
A.OCOlrmng to my information, The Stars
We Know sens for $9.95 U.S. If you have an
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interest in Native American star patterns and
stories, be sure to get this book. Contact
Waveland Press as
above.
older book (its second edition
Hshed in 1992) in a similar vein is Lakota Star
i"l{}'WU'flU,po Studies in Lakota Stellar
Ronald Goodman and pubH!)hed
P.O. Box 490,
Rosebud Sioux Reservation, Rosebud, South
Dakota 57570 USA. This volume presents the
star patterns of the Lakota (Sioux)
with
on their ......,'
&A/
and ceremonial slgnulcalnce. A number of
star patterns are covered, with some
sis
the "Sacred
which encompasses a
area of the winter
Orion and SUlrrOIUIHHml
constellations, and which is considered
the Lakota to be
of their
sacred Black Hills on the border between preSouth Dakota and
It's
another fas,cinlating
of Plains Indian
reference list and
son (author of
The Cosmos
the American Indian). Several years ago, this
book cost $20 US.
$5
mnd
L ......

One of the difficulties with oral traditions
are so
lost in the transition
of ancient cultures to the modern
And too often, our
into Native
American and other groups are
thatglilnpses--aJld we usually find bits and
of
lore from different groups combined
CO]tlglOITler,atic:ms which represent Widely
traditions. What's nice about
these two books (as it was for Von
Chamberlain's book on the Skidi !.J~UlT'ni"P\
that
extensive coverage
vidual cultures which offer oP1PortUTlitil;!S
a fuller sense of the world views
cultures. Such 0PPolrtunHles
rare, and it makes these <;;;;)~'\C"JlaJl'
volumes for your reference
them out!
is that

national
prompt me to mention this worthwhile
oq~arlization as one you may wish to
and support.
IDA has been active for some years now,
thanks to the efforts of volunteer Executive
Director David Crawford and his associates,
in
the word about one of our most

SOFIA astronomers to classrooms. The press release also says that many
more will learn about SOFIA's discoveries "through their local planetarium
or science center," which suggests that there may be materials and information to be had for our use.
For more information about SOFIA, you can access the project's NASA
web site at http://sofia.arc.nasagov. You may also wish to contact former
planetarian Edna DeVore of the SETI Institute at her e-mail address:
Edna_DeVore@SETIGATE.SETI-INST.EDU.

Chinese Exhibit
Last July at the IPS conference in Osaka, I had a chance to chat with Dr.
Shi Zhu Cui, director of the Beijing Planetarium, 138 Xiwai Street, Beijing
100044, China, telephone 86-10-68353003, fax 86-10-68353003. She mentioned to me that they were making replicas of the antique instruments of
the Beijing Observatory to go on tour as the centerpiece of an exhibit
focusing on Chinese astronomy. It sounds exciting; if you might be interested in such an exhibit, you may wish to contact Dr. Shi Zhu Cui as given
above.

Finally ...
That's an for this time. Please be sure to send me tips or leads on all
things new or newly learned that you think may be of interest to your colleagues; it provides the fuel which keeps me moving along on this column.
In the meantime, have a great equinox, and enjoy the comet-and the
opposition of Mars. And, until next time, as always ... what's new?
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(Books, continued from page 46)
In another chapter, the author reminisces on the "don't
touch" museums of his youth and admires today's 84hands on"
museums. He praises the Imax/Omnimax films To Fly and Blue
Planet, but castigates science museums for their aversion to the
I'e"-word (evolution), instead using the terms
or
l4emerge."
Sagan has a pointed remark for the planetarium CmnrrmTIlity
as well as a statement about the intrusion of the plGme:taI'lUin
projector into the audience view. He also chronicles the saga of
two community volunteers who made the Science Center in
Ithaca, New York, a reality.
writThe book concludes with "Real Patriots Ask
ten with Ann Druyan. Referring again to Thomas Jefferson, who
"believed that the habit of skepticism is an essential pn;~reclui.!;ite
for responsible citizenship," Sagan elaborates that 4'without
skepticism our liberties can be eroded and our rights subverted
An that might stand between us and the enveloping darkness of
the demon-haunted world we inhabit is the scientific method"
This book is a must-read, especially for anyone serious about
scientific research or science education. It is a book to be thoroughly absorbed and retained as a treasured reference.
Planetarians should consider it required reading. It will be at our
facility.
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effect would then automatically reset itself
to its "start" position. This capability also
dovetailed nicely with the laterintroduction
of computer automation in planetaria.
In recent years, this special effect autoreset technology even has incorporated
solid-state components to make the "start"
and "stop" transitions smooth and hitch-free.
Use of the mechanical-cam-and-micro-

Richard McColman
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University
North
North
27599
The characteristic that sets special effects
apart from many other planetarium images
is motion. Tumbling asteroids, slewing spacecraft, and rotating spiral galaxies all share
one common attribute-they move. Without that motion, these special effects are no
better than static images projected from a
Carousel. But when it comes to conventional opto-mechanical effects projectors, not all
motion is created equal. Some types of
effects-like a telescopiC planet, or radiating
waves, or an accretion disk-simply move
without respect to a starting or ending position of the mechanism. But there are other
types of effects-like slewing comets or
eclipses-that are dependent upon their ini-

Figure 1
switch-arrangement (Figure 1) to reset
tion had always carried with it the unintended by-product of potentially causing a
momentary I'hanging" or "lurching" as the
switch-lever pressed onto the steep slope of
the cam's reset-position notch (or bump) at
the beginning or end of the motion. But this

Let's look at some strategies for making position-resetting work
on effects projectors.
tial or final positions for the proper motionsynchronization with other events in a
starshow. Let's look at some strategies for
making position-resetting work on effects
projectors.
But first, a little background When everything in planetariums was run manually, it
was common to see position-dependent
effects visually 14placed" by an operator from
the console during show setup. Unfortunately, this process required time-particularly if the planetarian was distracted or
"slow on the draw," or needed more than
one attempt to position each effect correctly. As time went on, planetarians-notably,
those with some technical ability-started
adding cams and reset-switches to the moving effect mechanisms. This made them easier and less troublesome to operate, as a short
SWitch-pulse at the console would start the
slewing, rotating, etcetera, and-after running for its display during the show-the
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new solid-state approach includes an
infrared emitter-detector assembly ae~a2Tlea
to stop an effect-projector's motion when
attached to appropriate circuitry. In this
case, the reset-stop is triggered when the
infrared beam is established-using m emitter and detector with an angular orientation,
along with a piece of reflective
on an otherwise non-reflective moving part
As the tape passes in front of the emitter/detector, the infrared beam from the
emitter is reflected off the tape and into the
detector, which in tum, signals the reset circuitry to stop the motor. The beauty of this
new technOlogy is that the moving part is
never physically touched by a stop-motion
device, unlike in the older cam-and-microswitch method which
pressure
between the moving cam and stationary
microswitch to break the motor circuit
However, the new technology comes at a
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cost. In fact, some comrne:rci,aH'v-availa1ble
iterations of this solid-state auto-reset
nology cost well over $200 per effect,
pared with the
cam/microswitch
verSion, costing just a few bucks in
materials.
I think it was Don
enburgh Planetarium in Ko,cn.est:er.
York, who pr()mlote~d s()metilinliZ

school" pj(m~~talrlaJl1-"aC(:U5itO]me~d
when projectors were controlled AU"'~AII"'IUU
by console-mounted
rheostats,
variacs-Don soon recognized the val ue of
new technology in the plane1:ari111m.
theless, he
carried a
cism about tectmol()g"Y
and
a similar perspective-in this case, outside the pl,metaI'iUlm
world-was Dr,
Shea, NASA's
Spacecraft
Manager from 1963
1967, who was almost
responSible for getting a tn(~n-tO'l.m(lering
Moon-program back on track. One of Shea's
mottoes was "the better is the enemy of the
nn/"Vi"'_",..,. old
to have
nated with Voltaire.
Both Hall and Shea come to mind when
think about solid-state auto-reset tec:h:n.oJ()g;y
on
effects. Now, don't
wrong; there may be certain I\:ln...""' .. ,...... iiHr<l
applications when such tecnnoicigy
needed. But in the vast 1TI::1linrU"'U
lions, I find that the old cam/microswitch
ClPI)ro,ach is the best match of tec:n:n,01()g;y
and cost to
and can be made
a Httle reriPlA1Pd
hitch-free with
attention to detail.

I mentioned that an effect mechanism can
or lurch with the
cam/microswitch reset tecnnOl()gv

I
2

this problem is caused
the switch lever
pressing onto the
of the cam's resetposition notch
The
or lurch is
actuall y created
two factors: the steepness
of the cam's reset notch or bump, and the
lever-pressure of the microswitch. Both of
these factors can be
to create a
smoother, yet simple reset system.
Cam fabrication is pretty str:aightfonN'al'd
One easy way to make a cam is to start out
with thick acrylic sheet
and a
small hole saw (Figure 2). By
the
hole saw in a drill press, you can create a
round disk with a hole in the center. The
center-hole can then be enlarged to the proper diameter for mounting the disk onto a
shaft in the effect mechanism. Just make sure
to prevent melting of the plastic by pressing
the spinning hole saw into the acrylic sheet
in short bursts and alternately withdrawing
it for a few seconds. This
the
plastic relatively cool while cutting, and
minimizes edge-melting. After cutting, simply pop the acrylic disk out of the hole saw,
smooth up the rough edges of the disk with a
file or piece of sandpaper, and you have the
beginnings of a cam. The disk can then be
drilled and tapped from outer
to the
center-hole to accommodate a set-screw for
later locking the finished cam onto the
mechanism shaft. (Actually, I prefer to fabri-

rat-tail file, and then shaving down the hard
corners of the notch with a flat file. Given
such a cam-notch, the spring-pressure of the
microswUch's
with
any gear backlash (play) in the effect's gearmotor-will
push or lurch the rotating motor-shaft around as the switch's leverroller "falls" into the notch at reset. If the
notch-slope is severe enough, it can even
cause the rotating motor and mechanism to

Figure 4
hang-up slightly as the motion is
at
the console or from the automation system.
resetMaking a cam with a more
notch
will go a long way toward eliminating any hitching of the effect's motion,
As with the earlier cam, start out
a simple semicircular notch. But then use a
flat file to extend and taper the slopes on
both sides of the notch to
approaching 25-30 degrees-measured
against a tangent intersecting the disk-cirde
at the center-paint of the notch <Figure 4).
Make sure to finish off the cam-notch
rounding the notch ends into the eCHre-('Urvature of the original disk. This shaH owsloped notch wiU help minimize any translation of pressure from the mkroswitch's lever
into an unwanted rotational lurch or

reQuirles a
auto-reset function. For instance,
with a 1 RPM rotation rate, the reC;luilred
lIef-Dtuse may go
three seconds for a !i:telE'n-!;;IOlled
10 to 12 seconds for the eJOlngiatell,
most cases--p.:utiicular:ly
terns, which can be pr()gr,ammt:~
tril~er-duraltioln via a rPI:::lV-CU".O;:111rp
In this situation,
duration could vary from
time
for the cam to the activaite
under the
Rememt)er, too, that the smaller
diameter, the less mechanical ~rl'u~lnt~HH>
there is for the switch to
deflect-and therefore hitch-the ni"I.. ",,1I"'uy"'''''
smooth motion of the effect mE~CtllanlSIl[}.
However,
a cam too small
the
so try
balance between reset-resolution
smoothness. I
find that cams
25-35mm range work best in most anIJIlC;(itions.

A ......"' •• ,......
The second cmnpommt in eHlmillatlng
reset-switch-induced hit,cWlng
better switch-in this case, a I'HcrhtlAr"
The
is in
a microswitch requiring

internal
pressure between the switch's
and the cam, and
made rotational

Figure 3
cate a separate aluminum shaft-hub to
attach to the acrylic cam, as I feel the plastic
is a bit soft to hold up to the torquing of a set
screw.) Of course, there are other procedures
and materials for making cams, too. No matter the technique, the point is to have a disk
which is at least about 50% wider than the
microswitch's lever and contact-roUer, and
to have a smooth, consistent radial measurement from the center-hole to all pOints
around the perimeter.
The next procedure is critical to making a
smoother-working reset system. Cams with
lots of hang or lurch tend to have reset-position notches with very steep slopes (Figure
3). Such cams are usually made by simply filing into the edge of the disk with a round or
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of pressure for activation. In fact,
Radio Shack sells a #275-017 switch for just a
couple of dollars that works very nicely in
this application. It does have small mounting holes, though, so you'n need to find
some pretty smaIl machine screws to fit. I use
2-56 screws, a size not readily available at the
typical U.s. hardware store. If you don't have
a local supplier for fasteners that small, one
mail-order source is:
Small Parts, Inc.
13980 N.W. 58th Court
P.O. Box 4650
Miami Lakes, FL 33014-0650
(305) 557-8222

They also have machine taps and drill bits
in the small sizes, as well as lots of other neat

stuff that could be used for special effects
construction.

for the requin~ pUls~e-dluration,
vated microswitch on the effect prcljector

.... """\..,.11"1,.,. It

motor circuit until the
microswitch.
, ... ~.-~ ... ~ the fact that the CalTI-l1m:cn
elongated with a reduced
accuracy of the cam and switch
consistent from one run to the
approach makes for a beauti.tu!Iy-!simlpJe
to incorporate smooth motion aut:o-resets
into your effect
expense or
sensor tecnnoJ()$1;Y

Wiring the cam/microswitch auto-reset
assembly is a piece of cake (Figure 5). Simply
break one of the motor's power leads at the
"cam switch" (with a notched cam, break the
motor wire through the "common" and
IInormally-open" switch contacts). In addition, you'll need to wire a second switchthe "trigger" switch-in parallel with the cam
switch. This second switch could be the
relay contacts in an automation-system control module, a custom-installed cove-mounted relay which is low-voltage-controlled
from the console, or even a console-mounted switch itself. By closing the trigger switch

etarium automation systems on
as wen as
to
tions.

STA LA
The
Many of you, in planetariums worldwide, already
it is to incorporate a STARLAB into your
programs. Because of its versatility, portability,
cost-effectiveness, the STARLAB is considered an
exciting multicultural tool for
uc" ..
conjunction with a fixed planetarium for:
'-''U- .........

school outreach
• training programs
.. multicultural education
48 workshops
.. special events

'V

It

teacn(~r

training
fundraising

Call or write for
the STARLAB
Learning Technologies, Inc .., 40 Cameron Ave.,
MA 02144
Phone 800 ... 537 .. 8703 or 617 ... 628 .. 1459 .. Fax: 617 ... 628 .. 8606 ..
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tubes with lenses in them. Each one has
ferent number
on
What do
with them?"
Start with the moon.
"Tell you
Co-Worker: "The moon?"
Me: "Yes. Wait until the moon
crescent
or
first quarter ... say between
10th and 15
... and see
find the moon with your tel(~sc(me.
Co-Worker: "The moont'
Me: "If you find with
corne back and tell me what
be
with what you
Co-Worker: tlyou mean that's all I
with this
What's it like to be a

Jim
the
Dec. 1996 Planetarian, go get it ... now, Read it;
if none of the
that
mentioned
in the third column of his President's
M{~Ss,lge on that page has
to you,
favorite from
alongside a dark road
in the middle of nowhere"... Or
has nal:Jm~ned.
like the
you, as it did to me:
in
of this year, a co-worker
at my school
me as I was walking down a hall and
I
about you when I read the paper
""",-to,-li",,, There was an article about Comet
Hale-Bopp
into the
this
And, on the same page, another article about
that Pathfinder
on Mars
in July.
I can use my
to see
it land on Mars!"
into my 'knowled~~eab1<:~-at)Ollt-s.kv-stlJff mode), you
will be able to see the comet, with or
without your
but I don't think
that you'll be able ...
... I didn't know you
had a tel€~soJP€~!"
Co-Worker: All got a te1eSC:OD'e for Christmas!/I
Me:
that's nice. What kind is it?"
Co-Worker: "800 power. It's the best!"
Me:
I
"Is it
a long skinny tube or a fat tube?"
Co-worker:
skinny. By the way, Mrs.
Hastings, what is that little short tube
on top of if!"
Me: "It's called a finder scope, sort of like
the sight on a rifle. It gives a small view of
something you
want to look at up
close with the big 'scope. What have you
seen with it?"
Co-worker: "Not much,
I took it out
on my deck and looked through it, but
everything was sort of shaky. I could see the
lady next door
dinner! Heh ... Heh ..."
Me: "The deck, huh? That's too bad. Let
me suggest that you try ..." Co-worker (interrupting): "And I got a whole lot of little

.uu..... u.'" knows. If you missed p. 64 in
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WowY'
Me:

that's a very .....""""1"' .. Hubble

II

my
Co-Worker: "When I was a
father took me to a
somewhere
in New York. I don't know where. remember it well even
it was over 30 years
ago.
that's where I started
stars. Let other people get
get
on the Universe!"
A
broke out over his
co-worker is the cafeteria manaJl'!er
my school. At that moment, a
worker arrived,
him with
crisis for him to solve. He walked away.
... h-m-m-m ... I'll bet he's
cook.
he and his wife would invite me and
husband over for dinner if we show him
how to use his new teles(:o"Cle
tarian
I thought there weren't

Purinton, Planetarian from Falls
Church, Virginia, High School, tries to relate
constellation names to words with which
students might be familiar. After su~~e!;tinl2:
that the constellation Aquila is an
pointed to Cygnus and said, "Here's another
bird. Does anyone know its name? Let me
help you
it out; do you know what a
baby swan is called?" A sixth grade student
answered, An ugly duckling!"
II
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A planetarium is a spectacle, an event, but above all a tool which provides
amusement in the service of knowledge. To meet all these needs,
RS AUTOMATION INDUSTRIE, thanks to its specialization in automation,
planetariums, all

3

to provide

Jj ~~~lm1e~amitll[1J1
QJ§l ~ne r10ati

::::: R.S. AUTOMATION
••••
•••••

Z.1. de la Vaure - B.P. 40 - 42290 SORBIERS - FRANCE
Tel. +33 4 77 53 30 48 - Fax. +33 4 77 53 38 61

DIGISTAR©II

Is THRILLING PLANETARIUM
VISITORS AROUND THE
WORLD

AND THE LIST GROWS ON ...
WE'RE EXCITED THAT THESE PRESTIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS WILL BE USING DIGISTAR
THEIR AUDIENCES. DIGISTAR

II

II

TO ENTERTAIN AND EDUCATE

IS THE WORLD'S ONLY DIGITAL PLANETARIUM SYSTEM FOR DOME THEATERS.

CALL US TODAY TO FIND OUT WHAT ALL THE EXCITEMENT IS ABOUT!

